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This study extends existing literature on the theoretical foundations of activity-based
costing (ABC). This is done in two principal ways. Firstly, it identifies the conditions
that support the construction of an aggregate activity output, i.e. the conditions under
which a single measure of output can be used to accurately determine cost object
incremental costs. This is a significant issue which has not been explored in the
management accounting literature. However, as this study demonstrates, it does
impose important conditions on the technological specifications of situations where
ABC can generate decision relevant costs. Two conditions are jointly necessary and
sufficient. The first one is the linear homogeneity property associated with each cost
object production function. This condition ensures that marginal costs are constant,
which is essential if the cost reported by an ABC system is also to be a relevant cost
for decision-making. The second is that the marginal cost corresponding to a unit of
cost driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. This
condition guarantees that the aggregated cost function at a given activity level
depends on only one cost driver. Secondly, this study derives the short run structure
of ABC. Based on the finding that ABC, as a basis for decision relevant costs, is only
compatible with both linearly homogeneous technologies and activities operating
with excess capacity, an analytical representation of the short run equation of
capacity is presented. This is one of the highest profile innovations of ABC systems
(Cooper and Kaplan, 1992). The study then develops existing product costing theory
by investigating the consequences of relaxing the two above conditions. Firstly, it
considers situations where technologies are not linearly homogenous. Two types of
technologies are explored: homogeneous and non-homothetic technologies. The
reason for choosing these two technologies is that they accommodate a great number
of non-linear input-output relationships. Overall, the distortions arising from the
application of average cost driver rates to cost outputs, a fundamental procedure
underlying both conventional and ABC systems, increase as the elasticity of each
input demand with respect to output deviates from one, that is to say, when we depart
from a linearly homogeneous technology. Secondly, and on the assumption that cost
object technologies are linearly homogeneous, this study develops a simulation
experiment with the objective of both testing the existence of a single cost driver and
evaluating an accounting procedure that specifically accommodates the existence of
multiple cost drivers. The simulation experiment serves also to introduce the
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Activity-based costing has received considerable attention since its emergence in the
late eighties, well-demonstrated by the significant number of articles published in
professionally oriented journals and, to a less extent, in academic accounting journals
(Lukka and Granlund, 2002, and Bjornenak and Mitchell, 2002).
Only a few, however, have focused on the theoretical foundations of ABC. From this
perspective, Noreen (1991) constitutes the first significant example. He has focused
the analysis of the theoretical foundations of ABC on the conditions related to cost
functions and has derived three necessary and sufficient conditions for ABC systems
to measure relevant costs for decision-making1. These are that (1) total costs can be
divided into independent cost pools, each of which depends on one and only one
activity, (2) the cost in each cost pool is strictly proportional to the level of activity in
that cost pool and (3) the volume of an activity is simply the sum of activity
measures utilised by the individual products.
Christensen and Demski (1995), Bromwich (1995, 1997), Bromwich and Hong
(1999, 2000) have supplemented the work of Noreen (1991) by developing a more
fundamental analysis of the theoretical foundations of ABC, in the sense that they
1 In this study, decision relevant is taken to mean relevant to decision making on final output
variation, e.g. the expansion or reduction of output of existing products, the introduction of a new
product, make or buy (outsourcing) decisions or special orders. This is consistent with Noreen (1991).
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consider technology, apart from input prices, as the primary determinant of cost
functions. This constitutes a perspective which, although well recognised in the
production economics literature (e.g. Chambers, 1988 and Varian, 1991), had been
systematically absent in the management accounting literature.
In an ABC context, Christensen and Demski (1995) have interpreted concepts
already familiar in the production economics literature, namely cost function
separability and linearity of the cost function. Cost function separability ensures the
aggregation of inputs into independent activity cost pools or the definition of activity
cost functions that are all independent of each other. Linearity of the cost function
ensures that the cost reported by an ABC system, an average cost, is also a relevant
cost for decision-making. Bromwich and Hong (1999, 2000) have investigated the
technological conditions that support ABC systems capable of measuring
incremental costs. Their analysis has investigated the conditions related to
technology that more generally satisfy the three conditions derived by Noreen for
ABC systems to measure decision relevant output costs. Specifically, they have
derived the following conditions (see also Lucas, 2003, for a review of the conditions
derived by Bromwich and Hong): (1) non-jointness, to rule out the existence of
economies or diseconomies of scope either within or between cost pools, (2)
production function homotheticity, in order to represent the inputs used in a cost pool
by a single aggregate cost driver, (3) production function separability, to ensure the
independence between cost pools.
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1.2. Problem Statement
Although the above management accounting literature provides a deeper analysis of
the theoretical foundations of ABC and thus an extension of the work of Noreen
(1991), it has two major gaps.
The first gap is that it is implicitly (Christensen and Demski, 1995) or explicitly
(Bromwich and Hong, 1999, 2000) founded on the assumption that it is possible to
represent a multi-output technology as a single output technology. It is worth
analysing the meaning of this assumed equivalence between a multi-output
technology and a single output technology.
In single output technologies an activity cost pool is usually interpreted as an
intermediate input that is used to produce the single final output . In a multi-output
technology, the first reason for aggregating say m technologies in an activity cost
pool is the fact that they depend on the same vector of inputs, which are separable
among the m outputs (cost objects). Existing ABC literature assumes that it is
possible to construct a single or aggregate measure of output that fully captures the
cost of the resources used by the various cost objects within a cost pool. Such an
aggregate measure of output means that a multi-output technology is in fact
equivalent to a single output technology. In the production economics literature this
2 One thing is the final output (or final good output), another thing is the output of an activity, such as
the number of set-ups, the number of deliveries or even an intermediate output. Note also that cost
objects are not necessarily final outputs. For example, a cost object can be an activity, when the output
of an activity is the input of another activity.
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is called output separability and allows an output vector to be expressed by a single
output index (Bromwich and Hong, 1999, p. 47).
The point that must be emphasized here is that the ABC literature has taken output
separability for granted, without deriving the necessary and sufficient conditions that
support the construction of an aggregate activity output. One of the consequences of
this gap is that the precise analytical articulation that necessarily exists between a
cost driver, the technology of different cost objects and activity costs is not clear. In
other words, the duality between the multi-output technology and costs in ABC has
not been derived. Moreover, any complete analysis of the conditions that support the
aggregation of the m technologies in an activity cost pool cannot be fully derived
without the representation of the relationships that exist between the technology of
different cost objects, the single measure of output and activity costs. This derivation
is the first and primary purpose of this study.
The second major gap in the literature on the theoretical foundations of ABC is that it
has only considered a long run perspective, where all inputs are variable with the
activity output. However, one of the major recognised innovations of ABC systems
is the introduction of the distinction between the cost of resources used and the cost
of resources supplied, where the difference between the two is given by the cost of
resources not used (Cooper and Kaplan, 1992). It is in the short run, where some
inputs are fixed, that this analysis has to be carried out. The investigation of the
restrictions on cost variability and thus the analysis of the short run activity cost
function is the second purpose of this study.
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As will be shown, the two jointly necessary and sufficient conditions supporting the
construction of an aggregate activity output are (i) the linear homogeneity of each
cost object production function and the fact that (ii) the marginal cost of a unit of
cost driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. While
the first condition ensures that cost functions are linear with output, which is
essential if the cost reported by an ABC system is also to be a relevant cost for
decision-making, the second guarantees that the aggregated activity cost function
depends on only one cost driver. These conditions constitute the core requirements
for decision relevant ABC.
By clarifying the technological foundations of an aggregate of activity output and
therefore ofABC, this study extends existing product costing literature in two further
ways.
The first extension is the consideration of situations where technologies are not
linearly homogenous. From this perspective, and while considering the case where
technologies are homogeneous of a degree different from one, a more general case,
the so-called non-homothetic one, is derived.
A conventional accounting procedure, underlying the architecture of traditional and
ABC systems, is the application of average cost driver rates to cost outputs. As will
be shown, this procedure can only be justified when technologies are linearly
homogeneous. Otherwise, some product cost distortion will occur. The major
5
purpose underlying the analysis of situations where technologies are not linearly
homogeneous is the estimation of the product cost distortions arising from the
application of average cost driver rates to cost outputs.
The second extension is the consideration of situations where, although cost object
production functions are linearly homogeneous, the aggregated activity cost function
depends on more than one cost driver, that is, the second condition supporting the
construction of an aggregate activity output does not hold. In this case, the possibility
of developing an accounting procedure that accommodates, in one or another way,
the existence ofmultiple cost drivers is investigated.
Both the above developments are in line with the idea contained in the work of
Noreen (1991, p. 160), when he claims that:
"Traditional costing systems are merely simplified, and perhaps poorly
designed, special cases of activity-based costing, just as activity-based costing
is a special case ofmore general costing systems that could be devised".
In fact, it will be possible to visualize ABC as a particular case of a more general
cost system derived in this study (see chapters 4 and 7).
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1.3. Research Method
Along with the analytical developments that the pursuit of the four major purposes of
this study originate, simulations will be used with the objective of both
corroborating/illustrating some theoretical findings and hypothesis testing.
Simulations as a research method have been widely used in management science
(e.g. Pidd, 1984). In the product costing literature, they have been increasingly used,
particularly with the purpose of assessing the robustness of various accounting
methods and policies both in allocating costs and in pricing and capacity decisions
(see Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan, 2002, who provide an excellent review of
the management accounting literature that uses simulations as a research method).
1.4. Organisation of the Thesis
This study is organised as follows. Chapter two reviews critically the literature on the
theoretical foundations of ABC. Chapter three derives both the technological
foundations of an aggregate activity output and the structure of the short run activity
cost function. Chapter four focus on technologies that are not linearly homogeneous.
While chapter five addresses some issues that the empirical work in the area of
product costing poses, chapter six concentrates on the description of the research
method. In a context where cost object technologies are linearly homogeneous,
chapter seven develops a simulation experiment to address both the question of
testing the (non) existence of a single cost driver and the development of an
7
accounting procedure that specifically accommodates the existence of multiple cost
drivers. Moreover, the simulation experiment serves also to incorporate into the
analysis one important issue that existing management accounting literature has
neglected: the stochastic attribute of the technology. Finally, chapter eight presents
the conclusions of this study.
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CHAPTER li - TECHNOLOGY AND COST FUNCTIONS
2.1. Introduction
In economics, the importance of technology tends to rely less on its technical
relationship between inputs and outputs but more on the restrictions that it might
impose on the economic behaviour of agents. As Chambers (1988, p. 7) observes,
when the technical aspects of production do not impose restrictions on the economic
behaviour of agents, the technology has only an ancillary importance to economists.
In fact, the study of supply and input demand relationships has attracted most of the
attention of economists. In spite of this, the investigation of technical relationships
between inputs and outputs has also received considerable attention in the production
economics literature (see Chambers, 1988, p. 1-5, for a brief historical review of this
issue). A common feature in most production economics studies is that they examine
the behaviour of aggregated production and cost functions. A general input definition
found in many production economics studies is the aggregation of all inputs into four
input categories: capital, labour, energy and materials. The Berndt-Wood (1975)
sample (a time series of 25 yearly observations on capital, labour, energy and
materials for U.S. manufacturing) is a good example (see, for example, Pollak and
Wales, 1987, 1992, who have investigated various technological relationships using
this sample).
The distinctive feature in many ABC studies, however, compared with many
production economics studies, is that they are developed at a much more
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disaggregated level. Many ABC studies concentrate on a particular firm and on part
of its cost structure (see, for example, Foster and Gupta, 1990, Datar et al., 1993, or,
for an even more disaggregated study, Maher and Marais, 1998). While many
production economics studies investigate, for example, the cost function for a
particular industrial sector, many ABC studies investigate the cost function for a
specific activity undertaken in a given firm (the paper of Maher and Marais, 1998, is
a good example). More important, and as will be shown, the relationship between
inputs and outputs that technology imposes, which is not always crucial to
economists, as observed above, is a fundamental one to the understanding of an ABC
system.
The major objective of this chapter is to develop a critical review of the management
accounting literature that uses the production economics literature as a basis to derive
the theoretical foundations ofABC.
This chapter begins with a brief explanation of the relationship between cost
functions and production functions. In the production economics literature this is
called duality. This concept is developed in section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents one
particular type of cost functions: cost functions weakly separable in the extended
partition. According to the existing ABC literature, these functions have two
important properties that ABC systems should have if they were to measure
incremental costs. Firstly, it allows the construction of cost pools that are all
independent of each other. Secondly, it requires cost functions multiplicatively
separable in input prices and output. One of the most important conclusions of this
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chapter, which strongly contrasts with existing ABC literature, is that not all cost
functions multiplicatively separable in input prices and output are compatible with
ABC. Section 2.4 addresses the technological conditions that support the first
property of cost functions weakly separable in the extended partition. Section 2.5
focuses on the technological conditions related to the second property. It shows what
is the precise technology that supports an ABC system. Section 2.6 introduces the
concepts of volume and non-volume drivers, one of the most recognised innovations
of ABC systems. Section 2.7 characterizes non-joint technologies. Finally, section
2.8 presents the conclusions.
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2.2. Duality between Costs and Technology
In the production economics literature, technology and input prices are the two major
determinants of cost functions. Technology, in its basic form, is simply a relationship
between inputs and output. This relationship can be represented as:
(1) y = f(x)
Where y is one vector of outputs and x one vector of inputs. The relationship
between inputs and outputs is represented by the functional form f, which reflects a
given state of technology.
Given the technology and the input price set, what the rational firm does is to find the
minimum cost of producing a given level of output, that is, the cost function. But this
process can be reversed. This means that, given the cost function, it is also possible
to determine the technology that generated that cost function. That is to say, the cost
function contains essentially the same information the production function contains.
In the production economics literature this is called duality. The production function
has a dual definition in terms of cost function as this has its dual in terms of
production function (Varian, 1991, p. 81).
The process of finding the minimum cost of producing a given level of output can be
decomposed in two stages. In the first stage, all efficient combinations of factors
capable of producing a given level of output are derived. In the second stage, the
12
combination that gives the least cost of obtaining the desired level of output is
determined.
To proceed with a formalisation of the cost minimising problem, it is necessary to
introduce some notation (see Chambers, 1988, chapter 7). Let y = (yi, ym)
represent an m-dimensional vector of outputs and x = (xi, ..., xn) an n-dimensional
vector of inputs. Given the technology, the production possibilities set T denotes all
feasible input and output combinations and is represented by (x, y) e T. It is also
convenient to represent the input requirement set, which means the set of all input
combinations capable of producing output bundle y and is represented by
v(y) = (x: (x, y) e T). Finally, let w = (wi, ..., wn) represent an n-dimensional
vector of input prices. Now, the cost function can be written as:
(2) c(w, y) = min{wx: x e V(y)}1
The cost function gives the minimum cost of producing output bundle y. It is
assumed that c(w, y) is (i) nonnegative for w > 0 and y > 0, (ii) non-decreasing in w
and y, (iii) positively linearly homogeneous in w, (iv) concave and continuous in w,
and (v) equal to zero when y = 0, that is, there are no fixed costs2. These are the
sufficient conditions for a cost function to be a representation of some technology.
These are also a complete list of the implications of cost-minimising behaviour
(Varian, 1991, p. 84-85).
1
w x is the inner product: / J} ^ Wj Xj .
2 This means that we are in the long run, where, by definition, all inputs are variable.
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2.3. Cost Functions Weakly Separable in the Extended Partition
This section analyses the properties of cost functions weakly separable in the
extended partition. These cost functions are well recognised in the production
economics literature (see Chambers, 1988, p. 113). It will be shown that the general
representation of an ABC system might be interpreted in the light of this type of cost
functions (see Bromwich and Hong, 1999). In this context, a parallelism between
cost functions in productions economics and activity cost functions will be
established.
To proceed with an explanation, it is necessary to introduce further definitions. Let
I = (I1,12, ..., Ir) represent the partition of the n-dimensional vector of inputs
previously defined. This means that the n inputs are grouped in r groups. Each of
these groups might be interpreted as a cost pool that aggregates say p inputs. But this
will be explained after introducing the concepts of cost functions weakly separable
and cost functions weakly separable in the extendedpartition.
In what follows, y is a single output (and not a vector of outputs). The cost function
c(w, y) is called weakly separable in the partition I if (Chambers, 1988, p. Ill):
Expression (3) means that the ratio of the change in the total cost with respect to an
alteration in the price of one input (3c(w, y)/<9wj) relative to the change in the total
(3)
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cost with respect to an alteration in the price of another input belonging to the same
group (3c(w, y)/5wj) is not affected by alterations in input prices not belonging to
that group (wk). Expression (3) might be interpreted in terms of the isocost curve.
The isocost curve shows how one input price increases (decreases) while another
input price decreases (increases) in order to maintain costs constant. A cost function
is weakly separable if the shape of the isocost curve3 associated with group t does not
change when input prices belonging to other groups alter. This signifies that w; and
Wj (i, j e I1) are separable from inputs that do not belong to I1. In these circumstances,
the cost function for a group of inputs is independent of the cost function of other
groups of inputs.
By the Lemma of Shephard, the derived demand for input i, Xj, equals the derivative
of the cost function with respect to the price of the same input, w4:
(4) Mm) ='' Sw, x'
Expression (3) can then be rewritten in two equivalent forms:
(5) a^fel = 0> keI'
3 That is, the rate at which one input price increases (decreases) while another input price decreases
(increases) without altering costs.
4 Let x* represent the cost-minimising input bundle that produces y at prices w*. Let also define the
function g(w) = c(w, y) — w x*. Since c(w, y) gives the minimum cost of producing y, g(w) is always
less than or equal to zero. The maximum of g(w) is zero when w = w*. First-order conditions for the
existence of a maximum imply:
9g(w*) 9c(w* y) <9c(w*, y)
=
dw - xf = 0 or ydw' n = x;* (see Varian, 1991, p. 74).
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(6)
Expression (5) shows that the input mix of one group is not affected by alterations in
input prices belonging to another group. To illustrate consider the case of the bicycle
industry. Expression (5) means that the input mix necessary to produce frames is not
affected by any alteration in the price of inputs used to produce pedals or brakes, for
example. The price elasticity of input demand shows the ratio of the relative change
in the demand of input i to the relative change in the price of input k, ceteris paribus.
Expression (6) signifies that the derived-demand elasticities for all inputs in a group
with respect to a price from a separate group are equal, signifying that each group of
inputs has a common economic structure (Christensen and Demski, 1995, p. 16). A
weakly separable cost function can be written as (Chambers, 1988, p. 111-115):
Expression (7) might be interpreted as if the cost minimisation process followed two
stages. In the first stage, the cost of producing a single unit of an aggregate input, the
amount of which depends on the level of output, is minimised (c'(wl, y)). In the
second stage, these aggregate inputs are combined in a cost-minimising way to
produce output y. Let us consider again the case of the bicycle industry. In the first
phase, inputs are combined in a way (depending on the technology, the input price
set and on the number of bicycles to be produced) that results in the cost of
producing a certain number of intermediate components (such as wheels, pedals,
brakes or frames) being minimised. In the second phase, these intermediate
(7) c(w, y) = C(y, c'(w', y), ..., cr(wr, y))
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components are combined in a way that minimise assembly costs. In these
circumstances, expression (7) represents the minimum cost of producing a given
number of bicycles.
It should be noted that each aggregate input price depends on the price of inputs
belonging to that group and on the output, c^w1, y). If, however, each aggregate input
price depends only on input prices, cr(wr), the cost function is weakly separable in
the extended partition. This signifies that wj and wj (i, j e I1) are separable not only
from other inputs (as when the cost function is weakly separable - see expressions
(3) and (7)) but also from y in the cost function. Consequently, it is possible to
construct an aggregate input price that is independent of y. Formally, Wi and Wj
(i, j e I1) are separable from y if:
181 ~ fdc(w> y)/gwi"| = itfe) = 0 j- Tt
dy l<5c(w, y)/9wjj dy UjJ ' '




Expression (8) means that the input mix of one group is independent of the output. In
the example presented above, this signifies that the input mix necessary to produce
an intermediate input (a frame, for example) is independent of the number of
bicycles produced. The elasticity of input demand with respect to output shows the
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ratio of the relative change in the demand of input i to the relative change in output,
ceteris paribus. Expression (9) signifies that all derived-demand elasticities with
respect to output are equal. Cost functions weakly separable in the extendedpartition
can be written as:
(10) c(w, y) = C(y, cV), ...,cr(wr))
It is now time to translate these results to the case of ABC. To start with, it seems
clear that each partition I1 is no more than a group of inputs that are grouped together
in say activity cost pool t. Secondly, cost functions weakly separable in the extended
partition have two important properties that must exist in an ABC system compatible
with the generation of incremental costs. The first one is that it is permissible to
construct cost pools independent of other cost pools (see expressions (3) and (7)). In
our example, this means that the input mix necessary to produce frames is not
affected by alterations in the price of inputs necessary to produce wheels or pedals.
The second one is that it allows the construction of activity cost functions separable
in input prices and output (see expressions (8), (9) and (10)). However, and as will be
demonstrated in section 2.5, not all cost functions separable in input prices and
output are compatible with ABC. This result strongly contrasts with existing ABC
literature.
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2.4. Weakly Separable Technologies
This section investigates the technological foundations of the first property of cost
functions weakly separable in the extendedpartition, that is, the property that allows
the construction of cost pools that are all independent of each other. This property is
associated with the concept of input separability.
Input separability means that the input mix of one activity is not affected by the level
of inputs used in other activities (see Bromwich, 1997, p. 25-27 and Bromwich and
Hong, 1999, p. 52). This property is possessed by what Chambers (1988, p. 41-48)
calls weakly separable production functions. In an ABC context, the activity
production function f*(xl) is separable from the activity production function f(xp) if:
Where xl = (x\, xl2, ..., x'p) is the vector of input quantities used at activity t. This
means that the marginal rate of technical substitution between x'j and x j (MRTSij =
Sxj/cbdj)5, which belong to cost pool t, is independent of all inputs that are not
elements of that cost pool.
5
MRTSij measures the rate at which x', may be substituted for x) without altering output.
(ID
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Graphically, a production function is weakly separable if the shape of the isoquant6
associated with activity t does not change with alterations in the level of inputs
belonging to other activities. So weakly separable production functions imply that
each activity cost pool is separable from other activity cost pools.
2.5. Homothetic and Linearly Homogeneous Technologies
This section investigates the technological foundations of the second property of cost
functions weakly separable in the extendedpartition, that is, the property that allows
the construction of cost functions separable in input prices and output. As will be
shown, all homothetic technologies give rise to cost functions separable in input
prices and output. However, only linearly homogenous technologies, a special case
of homothetic technologies, are compatible with an ABC system. This result is in
marked contrast with Bromwich and Hong (1999).
While input separability allows the treatment of the inputs of one cost pool as
independent of the inputs of other cost pools, output separability permits the
treatment, within a cost pool, of each output as independent of other outputs. Here,
the important point is that output separability allows the representation of a vector of
outputs through some aggregate or index, as if it was as a single output (see
Chambers, 1988, p. 285; see also Bromwich and Hong, 1999, p. 47). Thus, output
separability permits the output vector y = (yi, ...,ym) to be expressed by a single
6 An isoquant is a curve along which output is the same. It shows different combinations of inputs that
produce the same output.
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output g(y) = gj(yj). In the next chapter, the very essence of such a single
measure of output in ABC will be investigated. In this section, we are going to take it
for granted. Alternatively, and in order to avoid this problem, we might assume that
g(y) is an intermediate input which is used by the various products. That is to say,
each activity is by assumption a single output technology. The cost function at
activity t can now be written as follows:
(12) c'(wl, gl(y)) = min{wl xl: xl e V(gl(y))}
Where xl is a vector of input quantities and w1 the corresponding vector of input
prices. The cost function cl(w', g'(y)) gives the minimum cost of producing output
gl(y) at activity t.
A technology is homothetic if it can be written as H^x') = h^f^x')), where
5ht(ft(xt))/5ft(xt) > 0 and f(xl) is linearly homogeneous (see Takayama, 1985, p. 146).
All homothetic technologies ensure that cost functions are separable in input prices
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and output. That is, all homothetic technologies guarantee condition (8)7. Moreover,
the cost function dual to a homothetic technology takes the following form8:
(13) cV, g'(y)) = cp'Cg'Cy)) ^'(w1)
Where (p^g^y)) = hl _I(g^y))/^ _1 (1). (p^g^y)) is thus an increasing transformation of
gl(y), the single measure of output, (^'(w1) is an aggregate input price which depends
only on input prices, i.e., it is independent of the output. Moreover, and as usually
assumed in the production economics literature, ^'(w1) is concave and linearly
homogeneous in input prices.
A conventional accounting procedure, underlying the architecture of both
conventional and ABC systems, is the application of average cost driver rates to cost
outputs. This procedure can only be justified when cost functions are linear with
output. Only in this case average and marginal costs are constant and equal. The only
case where this occurs is when cp^g'Cy)) = gl(y) (since this implies that
average cost = marginal cost = ^'(w1)). Furthermore, cpt(gt(y)) = g'(y) if and only if
7
This can be demonstrated as follows. The cost-minimization problem, expressed in terms of the
Lagrange's method, is: L =
^ w'j x( - p (h'(f(x')) - g'(y)), where p is a Lagrange multiplier.
Cost-minimisation implies the following (first-order conditions):
SL , 3h'(f(x')) df(x') . SfYx'VSx'i w'j „ „
^F=Wj-p 5fV) ax, =0 or 5ft(xt)/5x.=wt- But, .f f(x) is homogeneous of degree one
Sftx'ySx'j is homogeneous of degree zero (<5f(A x')/Sx'; = cf(x'ySx'j). Thus an increase of A. in all the p
inputs does not change ' Therefore, given the input price set, if the first-order conditions are
fulfilled by the input combination (x'i, ..., x'p) they must also be fulfilled by the combination
(A x'i, ..., X x'p). This implies that^ = d^y)Of = °"
8 See appendix I for a formal proof.
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the underlying technology is linearly homogenous. Finally, note that a linearly
homogenous technology is a special case of a homothetic technology, where
*1) =
Suppose now that a given product increases the output of activity t from say a1 to bl.
The incremental (product) cost is given by:
<14>
a1
That is, the incremental cost is equal to the constant (average and marginal) cost
driver rate (^'(w1)) times the activity usage ((bl - a1)). It must be remarked that this
result takes place if and only if the technology is linearly homogeneous.
Bromwich and Hong (1999, p. 56-57, italics are not in original) conclude that:
"A strong version of this type of separability appears where the production
function satisfies the conditions of (weak) homothetic separability (discussed
earlier). This means that each group of inputs has a homothetic technology
and the overall technology is separable. These are the characteristics which
were said earlier in this article to be of the essence ofABC and CVO (cost
proportional with output volume). The assumption of homothetic technology
allows price indices to be written as independent of volume whereas with
weakly separable cost functions10 local cost functions are also a function of
volume. Cost functions separable in input prices and output are sufficient to
provide a price index which allows the cost function for a cost pool to be
written as a function of an aggregate input and of an aggregate price index.
This is what is required for cost functions in ABC and CVO. Thus weak
9 The cost function dual to a homothetic technology takes the form c'(w', g'(y)) = (p'tg'ty)) (^'(w1),
where <p'(g'(y)) = h'_I(g'fy))/^ ~1 (1). This implies that the cost function dual to a linearly homogeneous
technology is c'(w', g'(y)) = g'(y) <t>'(w')-
10 This is exactly the weakly separable cost function concept defined in section 2.3.
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separability in input prices does not generate separable cost functions
compatible with ABC and CVO because with weak separability local cost
functions are functions of volume whereas ABC and CVO require that the
unit costfor each cost poll must be invariant with volume
Thus Bromwich and Hong (1999) clearly state that all cost functions separable in
input prices and output are compatible with ABC. That is, it is claimed that all
homothetic technologies give rise to cost function compatible with ABC. It is true
that ABC requires that the unit cost for each cost poll must be invariant with volume
(since only in this case average and marginal costs are constant and thus equal).
However, the fact that it is possible to construct an aggregate price index that is
independent of the output (^'(w1)) does not imply that the unit cost for each cost poll
is invariant with volume. The unit cost for each cost pool will be invariant with
volume if and only if (pl(g'(y)) = g'(y), i.e. if the cost function is linear with output.
Otherwise, the unit cost will change with output. Moreover, the result that activity
cost functions have to be linear with output is a fundamental result contained in the
work of Noreen (1991). The only case where (pl(g'(y)) = g'(y) is when the technology
is linearly homogeneous, a special case of a homothetic technology. To sum up, not
all homothetic technologies give rise to cost functions compatible with ABC. We
will return to this point in chapters three and four.
2.6. Volume and Non-Volume Drivers
At this point, one issue should be observed. The analysis developed in the previous
sections does not consider the existence of non-volume drivers. A volume driver is
one where the relationship between activity usage (or the output of an activity) and
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product output volume (or final good output) is strictly proportional (Bromwich and
Hong, 1999, p. 43). Each activity cost function defined in expression (13) depends on
a vector of input prices (wl) and on a single measure of output, g'(y), which depends
itself on a vector of final good outputs, y. This means that it is possible to express the
activity output as a function of the final good output vector. This is not the case,
however, with non-volume driver activities. By definition, the output of a non-
volume driver activity is independent of volume changes. Consequently, the output
of a non-volume driver activity cannot be expressed as a function of the final good
output vector.
Miller and Vollmann (1985, p. 144) recognize the importance of non-volume drivers
(transaction drivers in their terminology) in explaining overhead costs:
"... in the "hidden factory", where the bulk of manufacturing overhead costs
accumulates, the real driving force comes from transactions, not physical
products. These transactions involve exchanges of the materials and/or
information necessary to move production along but do not directly result in
physical products".
Many ABC studies that try to test if non-volume drivers affect overhead costs,
control volume changes to ascertain if overhead costs are correlated with non-volume
drivers (Kaplan, 1993, p. 2).
Foster and Gupta (1990) have investigated the effect of volume-based,
complexity-based and efficiency-based drivers on manufacturing overhead costs of
thirty-seven facilities of an electronics company. They have concluded about a strong
empirical association between volume-based drivers and overhead costs. However,
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they have only found a limited empirical support for complexity-based and
efficiency-based drivers in explaining overhead costs behaviour. Two reasons were
identified for this finding. Firstly, in the setting studied, it was difficult to identify
variables that adequately captured the complexity-based and efficiency-based
concepts. Secondly, the complexity-based and efficiency-based variables were less
consistently measured in each facility, comparing with volume variables (Foster and
Gupta, 1990, p. 331).
In contrast, Banker and Johnston (1993), in a study of cost drivers in the U.S. airline
industry, have concluded both volume and operations-based drivers related to
product diversity and production process complexity to be statistically significant.
Similarly, Banker et al (1995), in a study of a sample of 32 plants, have found
evidence that overhead costs were explained by volume and non-volume variables.
Moreover, they have concluded that most of the variations in overhead costs were
explained by non-volume variables.
Datar et al. (1993), in a study of quality costs in a manufacturing facility for lamp
assemblies for automobiles and trucks, have also found empirical support for the
hypothesis that non-volume drivers affect manufacturing overhead costs.
Finally, Macarthur and Stranahan (1998) have concluded both volume and
complexity variables to be statistically significant in explaining hospital overhead
costs.
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In most production economics texts, however, it seems that there is only one driver
and only one cost object, which is the final good output. Expression (2) represents
the typical cost function depicted in a production economics textbook.
Christensen and Demski (1995) assume Leontief and Cobb-Douglas technologies
and compute the minimum cost of producing a given level of output. They only have
considered the existence of volume drivers.
"Several points emerge. First, the objective function in programme [C] is
parametrized by the quantity (q) and price (p) vectors. Holding price constant,
each cost expression varies with q. There are no non-volume cost drivers"
(Christensen and Demski, 1995, p. 18-19, italics are not in original).
Bromwich and Hong (1999) have also considered only the case of volume drivers.
They explicitly write the cost function for a cost pool as depending on a vector of
final good outputs and on a vector of input prices.
To proceed with the analysis, let us consider a numerical example. Suppose a
company that produces two types of bicycles (Pi and P2) and imagine three possible
cost pools of its ABC system. The first one is a direct cost pool, corresponding to a
direct labour activity. The second one is an overhead cost pool that corresponds to a
set-up activity. The number of set-ups is the cost driver. The third one is also an
overhead cost pool that represents a product support activity. The cost driver is the
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number of products11. This information, as well as benchmark costs, resource usage
and total costs, is presented in the following table:
Table 1: Values for Benchmark Costs, Resource Usage and Total Costs
Panel A: Benchmark Costs




Hours of direct labour
Number of set-ups




Panel B: Resource Usage










Panel C: Total Costs
Activity Activity output Total cost (P|) Total cost (P2)
Direct labour 650 hours (1)
Set-up 30 set-ups (2)
Product support 2 products (3)
£1 000 = £5 x 100x2
£200 = £10x20
£200 = £200 x 1
£2 250 = £5 x 150x3
£100 = £10 x 10
£200 = £200 x 1
£1 400 £2 550
(1) 650 hours = 100 units x 2 hours (Pi) + 150 units x 3 hours (P2)
(2) 30 set-ups = 20 set-ups (Pi) + 10 set-ups (P2)
(3) 2 products = 1 (P,) + 1 (P2)
Assuming that activity technologies are linearly homogeneous, the marginal cost of
an activity equals its average cost driver rate (see section 2.5). It must be noted that
the only activity whose output can be expressed as a function of volume is the direct
labour activity. Consequently, the incremental cost of producing an additional unit of
Pi or P2 can only be referred to the direct labour activity. The incremental costs are
£10 (£5/hour x 2 hours) for Pi and £15 (£5/hour x 3 hours) for P2. Concerning the
set-up and product support activities, it is only possible to determine the incremental
" Or number of bicycles type. It is assumed that each bicycle type gives rise to an equal increase in
terms of resources acquired and used in the product support activity. In practice, however, it is
doubtful if this is the case. Normally, the resources devoted to these kinds of activities are inherently
joint and non-separable among products.
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cost of a set-up, in the first case, or the incremental cost of introducing a new
12
product, in the second . However, the cost of these activities can be distributed
between Pi and P2 (see panel C of table 1).
In order to distinguish different categories of cost drivers, let us represent the vector
of outputs by qr = (qri, ..., q'm), where qrj is the volume of output r associated with
1 • • 2
cost object j. For example, q j might be the units produced of product j while q j the
number of set-ups of the same product. As observed, output separability allows a
vector of outputs to be expressed by a single measure of output. Let ytJ denote the
total units of cost driver used by cost object j at activity t. That is, ytJ is the units of
the single measure of output associated with cost object j at activity t. Moreover,
each ytJ depends on the volume of output r of cost object j, i.e, ytJ = gj(qrj).
Therefore, the aggregate single measure of output can be written as gl(yl) = /^ ylli
=
j g'jCq'j), where yt = (yt'1, ..., y1'"1). For example, if the activity output is the
total number of set-ups then g'(y') = ytJ = Xlpq fi2J > where q2j is the number of
set-ups of product j (gj(qj) = qj = ytJ).
The crucial issue in the definition of qj is the identification of the relevant cost
object, that is, the object whose existence produces an increment in the cost at
12 Observe that, given the technology specification, the cost per set-up is independent of the number of
units of Pi or P2 per set-up.
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1 *5
activity t. The cost object might be a product , a profit centre, an investment centre
or even an activity14, for example.
In the example under consideration, the output of the direct labour activity is
g'(yl) = y,? ^ ytli = q'j alj, where q'j is the number of units produced of Pj and
a j the direct labour hours per unit of Pj. Only in this case it is possible to express the
activity output as a function of volume. The output of the set-up activity is
g'Cy') = / !2_1 ytJ = y2_] q2j» where y1'3 = q2j is the number of set-ups of Pj. Finally,
the output of the product support activity is gl(yl) = y2 ^ y^ = 2, since ytli = q3j = 1.
That is, Pj gives rise to an output of 1 (independent of the number of units produced
of Pj or the number of set-ups of Pj).
The distinction between different kinds of drivers is one of the distinguishing
features of ABC. The hierarchy of activities proposed by Cooper and Kaplan (1991,
1998) (unit-level, batch-level, product-sustaining and facility-sustaining activities) is
simply based on the recognition of different types of outputs (drivers)15. The
recognition of different types of drivers, including volume and non-volume drivers,
has not been accepted without difficulty. Christensen and Demski (1995, p. 22) claim
that:
13 But not necessarily the final good output (see the case of the set-up activity or of the product
support activity in table 1).
14 Consider the case of the cost of secondary activities assigned to primary activities (cost objects).
15 Unit-level activities are performed for every unit of product or service produced. Batch-level
activities are performed for each batch or set-up of work performed. Product-sustaining activities are
performed to enable the production of individual products or services. Facility-sustaining activities
provide general production and sales capabilities (e.g. administrative staff).
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"In a sense, output is measured with error and the additional variables, the
non-volume drivers, are used to deal with that error".
A major difficulty in supporting different types of drivers is that, frequently, volume
and non-volume drivers will be correlated. For example, the number of units
produced and the number of set-ups are normally to some extent correlated, as
increases in units produced create the need for set-ups. If no products are produced
no set-ups are carried out. If the production dramatically increases it is likely that the
number of set-ups will exhibit a similar increase, especially if there is not a change in
the number of units per set-up. If batch level activity costs vary with the number of
set-ups and there is a strong correlation between the number of units produced and
the number of set-ups, then a significant correlation will exist between those (batch)
costs and the number of units produced. It might be argued that, in technological
terms, the number of set-ups drives batch costs but, in spite of that, the existence of a
strong correlation between the two drivers (set-ups and output volume) might
support, without a major loss of accuracy, the substitution of the number of set-ups
by the output volume, in the batch cost function.
In the management accounting literature, Ittner et al. (1997) empirically observed
that measures related to unit, batch and product-sustaining activities had considerable
correlations. They found evidence that the production policies followed by
organizations might account for this fact. A good example occurs when organizations
implement economic order quantity (EOQ) models, where an optimal batch size is
determined. In these cases, the number of batches and the total number of units
produced are strongly correlated, since the number of batches equals the total units
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produced divided by the optimal batch size. In the example of Table 1, this signifies
that the vectors (q\, q 2) and (q2i, q22) are, at an extreme, linearly dependent
((q1i,q12) = A.(q2i,q22), where A, is the number of units per set-up). This type of
analysis suggests that, apart from other issues that the design of cost systems raise,
the correlations between different cost drivers (and thus between activity costs and
cost drivers) should be investigated, in order to decide which drivers should be
chosen and to evaluate the trade-offs between the cost and benefit of refining cost
systems.
2.7. Non-Joint Technologies
Bromwich and Hong (1999) show that if ABC systems are to measure incremental
costs technologies have to be non-joint.
Non-jointness between outputs in their use of inputs means that there are no cost
complementarities or diseconomies between inputs (Bromwich and Hong, 1999, p.
45). In the case presented in table 1 of section 2.6, non-jointness signifies, for
example, that the total hours of direct labour used by Pi is not affected by or is
independent of the total hours of the same input used by P2.
The technology is non-joint if the two following conditions are presented (see also
Bromwich and Hong, 1999, p. 45-46 and Hall, 1973, p. 884-885). Firstly, it is
possible to specify for each cost object j and for each activity t the two following
production functions:
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(15) fj(xtJ) = fj(xjj, x'2J, x'pj) = qrj
(16) fV^fVbX^, ...,xtp) = qr
Where fj(xtvi) is the individual production function for cost object j,
xtli = (x'ij, xl2j, x'pj) the vector of inputs used by the same cost object, f*(x') the
overall production function at activity t, x' = (xj, xl2, ..x'p) the vector of inputs used
at the same activity and qr = (qj, ..qrm) the vector of outputs (see previous section).
While expression (15) shows the production function for cost object j when it is
produced separately, expression (16) shows the production function when the m cost
objects are produced together. Secondly, non-jointness imposes that the total quantity
of input i used in the overall production function equals the sum of the quantities
used by each cost object in the individual production functions:
(17) *'l
Non-jointness might be defined in a different but equivalent away. Let cj(w', qrj) =
c'(w', 0, ..., 0, qj, 0, ..., 0) represent the stand-alone cost of qrj, that is the cost of
producing output qj > 0 when qj = 0 (Vk^j). A necessary and sufficient condition
for non-jointness is that the cost of producing output qj is separable from the output
qV
(18) c'(wj qj, ..., qrm) = ^1cj(wt, qj)
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Expression (18) applies to individual cost pools and means that the cost of producing
the m outputs together (left-hand side of expression (18)) is the sum of the costs of
producing them separately (right-hand side of expression (18)). In the case presented
above, the total cost of the direct labour activity is the sum of the costs of producing
Pi and P2 separately. Applied across cost pools, expression (18) can be written as:
The cost of producing output qrj is independent of the outputs q\ and qPh if the inputs
necessary to produce output qrj do not alter with the outputs qj< and qV To
exemplify, consider the previous case. Under non-jointness, the cost of producing Pj
in the direct labour activity is independent not only of the units produced of P2 in the
same activity but also of the number of set-ups ofPi or P2 in the set-up activity.
Non-jointess signifies that there are no economies or diseconomies of scope either
within or between cost pools. A necessary and sufficient condition for non-jointness
is that the marginal cost of cost object j at activity t is not affected by the marginal
cost of cost object k (which uses the resources aggregated at activity t) or by the
marginal cost of cost object h (which uses the resources aggregated at activity p) (see
also Hall, 1974, p. 885). Formally, we have:
(19) Xtr=1 CV, qri,.... qrm) = Xj=! ZjVi(wt'qfj)
(20)
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Expression (20) applies to individual cost pools. Applied across cost pools,
expression (20) can be written as:
(21)
d (dc\w\ qri, qrm)
<9qph I 5qrj
It might be said that under non-jointness the marginal cost of a set-up of P| is
independent not only of the marginal cost of a set-up of P2 (in the set-up activity -
expression (20)) but also of the marginal cost of a unit of Pi or P2 (in the direct labour
activity - expression (21)).
Production function separability and non-jointness are two different requirements. As
Lucas (2003, p. 210) observes:
"Whereas production function separability concerns whether inputs for
different activities can, in principle, be specified independently of each other,
non-jointness concerns whether activities are, in fact, performed separately. A
profit maximising firm will perform activities jointly if this costs less than
performing them separately. Costing systems should not, therefore, treat them
as separable cost pools - the joint cost will be less than the sum of the
incremental costs of the separate activities."
Thus non-jointness signifies that the different activities, as well as the production of
the various cost object volumes, are performed independently of each other. This
occurs if and only if the cost of performing the different activities separately (and,
within each activity, the various cost object volumes) equals the cost of performing
them together. It was demonstrated in the section 2.5 that ABC is only compatible
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with linearly homogeneous technologies. This, together with output separability (that
is, the ability to represent a multi-output technology by a single measure of output),
ensures that activity cost functions can be written as cl(wl, g'(y1)) = gl(yl) ^'(w1),
where g'(yl) = ytJ anc*^ = g j(qrj) (see section 2.5). Observe now that
this implies the verification of conditions (20) and (21), that is, the condition of non-
jointness holds both within and between cost pools16.
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2.8. Conclusions
This chapter has reviewed critically the ABC literature. According to the literature,
ABC systems should possess the properties of what in the production economics
literature is known as cost functions weakly separable in the extendedpartition.
On the one hand, cost functions weakly separable in the extendedpartition allow the
construction of cost pools that are all independent of each other. As was shown, this
property is possessed by weakly separable technologies. On the other hand, cost
functions weakly separable in the extended partition permit the construction of
activity cost functions multiplicatively separable in input prices and output. It was
shown that this property is possessed by homothetic technologies.
However, it was also shown that not all cost functions multiplicatively separable in
input prices and output are compatible with ABC. This is in marked contrast with the
existing ABC literature, more precisely Bromwich and Hong (1999). A conventional
accounting procedure, underlying the architecture of more traditional and ABC
systems, is the application of average cost driver rates to cost outputs. This procedure
can only be justified when cost functions are linear with output. It was demonstrated
that only linearly homogeneous technologies, a special case of a homothetic
technologies, give rise to cost functions linear with output.
This chapter has also considered one of the most recognisable innovations of ABC
systems: the distinction between volume and non-volume drivers. In the production
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economics literature, however, it seems that there is only one type of cost driver and
only one cost object: final good output. Finally, non-joint technologies were
characterised. It was demonstrated that the assumptions of linearly homogeneous
technology and output separability ensure that the condition of non-jointness holds
both within and between cost pools.
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Appendix I
Derivation of Expression (13) (Section 2.5)
IfH4(x4) is homothetic then H4(x4) = h'(f(x4)), where <9ht(f(xt))/5f(xt) > 0 and f(A, x4)
A, f^x4). The following developments take place:
c'(w4, 1) = min w'x4: h'^x4)) > 1
c4(w4, 1) = min w4 x4: f(x4) > h4 1 (1)
' x4 >
c4(w4, 1) = min w'x4: f t _ j— > 1 (since f'(A, x4) = A, ^(x4))
\h (1))
c4(w4, 1) = min w'x4: h4~ '(g4(y)) f4
r O \
ut_1(i);
> h4 - Vg^y))
c'(w4, 1) = min w'x4: f4
4 I' te'(y))
h'-'(i)
t - l/„t,> h4 4(g'(y)) (since f'(A. x4) = A, f'(x4))
c'(w4, 1) = min wl x4: ht..t. .t f4











c'(w4, 1) = " , y min w4 z4: h'(f(z4)) > g'(y)h (g(y))
C'(W'' D-U-l c'<w'. g'(y))h (g (y))
Or c'(w4, g'(y)) - h
ht - Aw4, = ^(g'Cy)) Aw4).
(see Jehle, 1991, p. 234)
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CHAPTER III - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING AND AGGREGATION IN
MULTI-OUTPUT TECHNOLOGIES
3.1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, it investigates the technological
foundations of an aggregate activity output. The objective is to establish the
analytical structure linking cost object technologies, the aggregate measure of output
and activity costs, i.e. the duality between the multi-output technology and costs in
ABC.
Secondly, it investigates the structure of the short run activity cost function. In the
long run, all inputs are variable. In the short run, however, some inputs are fixed. The
significance of the restrictions on cost variability imposed by the fact that some
inputs are fixed and the implications for ABC are therefore investigated.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 investigates the technological
foundations of an aggregate activity output. Section 3.3 concentrates on the structure
of the short run activity cost function and the final section presents the conclusion.
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3.2. Technological Foundations of an Aggregate Activity Output
This section investigates the analytic foundations of an aggregate activity output. It
derives the necessary and sufficient conditions that support the construction of an
aggregate activity output in ABC. It assumes a long run perspective, where all inputs
are variable with the activity output.
To begin the analysis, suppose that p inputs are aggregated at activity t, which are
separable among m cost objects. The production function for cost object j at activity t
might be defined as follows:
(1) fj(x,J) = f,j(xt,j, •..,x'pj) = y'J
Where xtJ = (x'ij, ..., xlpj) is a vector of strictly positive input quantities used by cost
object j at activity t and ytJ the units of cost driver used by cost object j at the same
activity (also assumed to be strictly positive). In ABC, an aggregate activity output is
equal to g'Cy1) = g'Cy1'1, ..., y1'"1) = For example, ytJ can be the number of
set-ups of product j or the number of deliveries of product j while g'Cy1) the total
number of set-ups or the total number of deliveries.
The question to which we should first direct attention concerns the way the vector of
inputs (xSj, ..., x'pj) is obtained. This involves the calculation of the minimum cost
of producing output ytJ, which is determined through the resolution of the following
cost minimisation problem:
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(2) c j(wl, ytJ) =
Minimise ^P_j x'ij w'i
Such that ftj(xtJ) = ytJ
Where wt = (wti, ..., wlp) is a vector of strictly positive input prices. It is assumed
that problem (2) is a well-behaved optimisation exercise. A regular production
function for cost object j at activity t ensures that. It is useful to represent problem (2)
in terms of the Lagrangian function:
(3) L (x'J, n) = J]P_1 x'ij w'i - n (f*j<x'J) - y'J)
Where p is a Lagrange multiplier. Cost minimisation implies the following first-
order conditions:
... A- ■ dfjQrt af^yax',,
_ w'i,1 ax'ij W| M ax'y 0 af,J(x,J)/ax,uj
Expression (4) is the well know result that at an optimum the marginal rate of
technical substitution of input i for input u (MRTStdi;U) equals the ratio of the
corresponding input prices .
1 And |jj = 0, i.e.fj(x,J) = y'/
2 Iff/x,J) is strictly quasiconcave then the second order-conditions will be satisfied (see, for example,
Chiang, 1984, p. 387-404).
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A conventional accounting procedure, underlying the architecture of ABC and more
traditional cost systems, is the application of average cost driver rates to cost outputs.
This procedure can only be justified when cost functions are linear with output.
Otherwise, average and marginal costs will differ (see section 2.5). If this is the case,
the cost reported by an ABC system does not measure incremental costs.
Lemma Average and marginal costs for cost object j at activity t are constant and
equal to <j)'j(w') = ^Tp ^ a'W(yi) if and only if fj(x1^) is linearly homogeneous.
Proof.
Iffyx") is homogeneous of degree one dfyx'^/dx'ij is homogeneous of degree zero
(5fj(^ xtJ)/5xlij = 5ftj(xtJ)/5xtij). Thus an increase of X in all the p inputs does not
change the MRTStJijU. Therefore, given the input price set, if the first-order
conditions are fulfilled by the input combination (x\j, . ..,x'Pj) they must also be
fulfilled by the combination (X x'lj, ••• , X x'pj). Moreover, if the input combination
(x'ij, ..., x'pj) is associated with the production of output ytJ, the input combination
(X x'ij, ..., X x'pj) is associated with the production of output X y''J (since fj(A, x''J) =
X fj(xtJ')). This implies the condition ytli = a'ij(w') x'ij = ... = a'pj(w') x'pj, where
a'jj(w') is a constant for a given input price set and for a given linearly homogeneous
technology. Now, it can be shown that average and marginal costs are constant and
ecual to A'tw't = c'i(w'- y'J) = gc'i(w'' Y1J> = Yp ^'i.iKy'J) t==v W,equal to ^( ) ytJ aylJ 2,f=1 5ytJ Wi 2Jl=x a'./w')
Additionally, by the envelope theorem, p = (j)'j(w'). Observe that the condition above
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also implies that the elasticity of input demand with respect to output is constant and
equal to one for all the p inputs. It is obvious that the cost function will be curvilinear
if there is at least one input for which the output elasticity of demand is different
from one. Thus the condition that the production function is linearly homogeneous is
necessary and sufficient if the dual cost function is to be linear with output. ■
The condition that cost object technologies are linearly homogeneous is necessary for
the construction of an aggregate activity output in ABC. It is not sufficient, however.
The construction of an aggregate activity output presupposes that a second condition
is also verified. To derive it, it is necessary to introduce the following definition.
Definition 1 Assume that cost object technologies are linearly homogeneous. yl'J and
yl'k, j ^ k, are the same cost driver at activity t if and only if c{) j(w') = (j)lk(wl), that is, if
the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by cost object j equals the marginal
cost of a unit of cost driver used by cost object k.
Proposition g^y') = j is a single measure of output that accurately identifies




Sufficiency The Lemma implies that c'^w', yl'h) = yl'h (jiVw1) = VP xl, h(wl, yl'h) wV
Now, if yl,i and y1*, V j ^ k, are the same cost driver then (j/jCw1) = (^(w1) = ^'(w1).
The cost allocated to cost object h under ABC is equal to:
th Z™! Zf=i xtiJ(w''ytJ)w>i t ytd ,h Z™iyt,Jy"
I™, y'° =y" = y" 2£,>
yt,h (jj'hCw1) = Yp xVhCw1, y1'11) wV
z—'1=1
That is, the cost allocated to cost object h equals its incremental cost. ■
Necessity Suppose that <)>j(wl) < ^(w1) and ^(w1) = (^'(w1), Vk^j. Let also
yt,h > 0, V h. The cost allocated to cost object h under ABC is now equal to:
ZP-t xtij(wt' ylJ) W'' + Zu • ZP-l XVk(wt' yt'k)tli 1 k*j z—'l—1 t.h it/ t t.i t/ t w
y ym tj =y <)>(w,yJ, g(yk^j))
j=!
Where ^(w1, ytJ, gl(yV ^j)) = y ^i(w)+^(y k*i) and gl(y'k*j) = yt'k
Since yl'h > 0, V h, and ^(w'j < ((/(w1) then ^(w1) < ^'(w1, yl'j, g^yV^j)) < ^'(w1). This
implies that yt,h ^'(w1, ytJ, g'Cy'k* j)) * y''h <t>h(wt) = Zp=1 xVh(wt> y''h) w'" That is>the
cost allocated to cost object h distorts its incremental cost. Therefore, the condition
that ytli and yl'k, V j -t k, are the same cost driver is a necessary and sufficient
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condition for the construction of a single aggregate activity output that accurately
measures cost object incremental costs. ■
Corollary 1 The aggregated cost function at activity t can be written as:
cl(wl, yu,..., yt,m) = ytJ)= £™i y'J = c'(wt' gV)) = gV)
Corollary 2 If 3 j ^ k: (^^(w1) ^ (^(w1), the aggregated cost function at activity t
depends on more than one cost driver3. Therefore, the application of a single
average cost driver rate to allocate costs distorts cost object incremental costs.
It is worth now analyzing the full technological implications of the Proposition
above. For that, it is necessary to introduce the following definition.
Definition 2 ytJ and yl'k, j ^ k, are the same type of output if ftj(xt'-i) and ftk(xt'k) are
identical, that is, if ftj(xt*') = f<k(xt,k), V xtJ = xl'k. 4
The previous definition signifies that all cost object volumes represent various levels
of the same output. It was previously demonstrated that when technologies are
linearly homogeneous the cost minimisation input-output relationships for cost object
3 For example, if (^(w') ^ (ji'dw') and (ji'dw') = ^'(w'), V k * j, the aggregated cost function at activity t
depends on two cost drivers. More formally, c'(w', ytJ, g'(y'k*j)) = y'J <t>j(w') + g'(ylk*j) (JiV), where
g'(y'k*j) =Y . y',k.
4
Equivalently, fj(xIJ) and fk(xtk) are identical if (i) isoquants for cost objects j have the same shape as
those for cost object k (MRTS,Ji:U = MRTS''kjiU), and (ii) equal positioned isoquants (for cost object j
and for cost object k) in the input-output space are associated with the same output.
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j at activity t implies that ytJ = a'ij(wt) xy, V i. Additionally, if all cost object
technologies are identical then ajj(w') = aj^Cw1) = a^w1), V i, k * j and V wl, which
also implies that A-H] y^ = ^"1-^ a'ijCw1) x'y or g'(yl) = a'^w') x\ where
x^^jXij. That is, if ^(x1^) and fk(xl'k) are identical ^(w1) and ^(w1) are also
identical (cj)j(wl) = ({m^w1), V wl). Thus when cost object technologies are not only
linearly homogeneous but also identical the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver
used by a cost object is both constant and equal for all cost objects within a cost
pool5. In this case, any input aggregated at activity t can be used as a single measure
of output. More formally, if input u is used as a measure of the output, the average
and marginal cost driver rate at activity t is:
w *-«>■>nA'5
However, it must be noted that even when ytvi and yl'k are not the same type of output
the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a cost object might still be equal for
all cost objects within a cost pool. In other words, the Proposition above does not
necessarily imply that all (linearly homogenous) cost object technologies are
identical.
5 Note that we are assuming a long run perspective, where all inputs are variable with output. In fact,
the implication that the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost
objects within a cost pool when cost object technologies are both linearly homogeneous and identical
cannot be established if, in the short run, activities are operated above capacity. This point will be
analysed in the next section.
6 Thus Corollary 1 can be rewritten as c'(w', x'Uii, ..., x'Uim) = j Cj(w', x'uj) = j x'uj <1 j(w')u =
c'(w' x'u) = x'u <j)'(wju, where (j)j(w')u = w'; = atuj(w') '
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To illustrate this latter point consider that activity t is a set-up activity that aggregates
three inputs. Assume also that there are two products (Pi and P2). The production
function for Pj can be represented as fj(x'ij, xl2j, xl3j) = ytJ, where x'y is the quantity
of input i used by Pj and ytJ the number of set-ups of Pj. Additionally,
fj(x' 1 j, xl2j, x'3j) = min (a':,j x'ij, al2,j xl2j, al3j xl3J), that is, the technology supporting
Pj is Leontief, a special case of a linearly homogeneous technology that does not
allow any substitution between inputs. The cost per set-up of Pj is <j) j(w') =
Z3 -TJ"- It is obvious that (Ji'dw') = cbVw1) when a'j 1 = a'i2, V i. However, it is noi=l aij
less obvious that even when a'j,i ^ 0*1,2, V i, we might have (^(w1) = (^(w1) (at least
for some input price set). That is to say, it is possible that Pi and P2 use different
input mixes while the cost per set-up of Pi is still equal to the cost per set-up of P2. If
this is the case, the total number of set-ups is in fact a single measure of output that
accurately identifies incremental product costs (yu and y1'2 are the same cost driver).
Suppose now that we consider using as an allocation base either the total number of
t 1 t 2
set-ups or the total quantity of input u. It might be the case that y' and y' are not the
same cost driver ((^(w') * (ji^w1)) while xlUii and x'u,2 are the same cost driver
((^(w^u = (^(w^u)7. For example, assume that w'i = w*2 = wl3 = £1 and l/a'ij = 20,
1 /al2,i = 60, l/a{3!i=40, l/a'^2 = 65, 1/0*2,2 = 70, l/al3,2 = 5. Hence
<t>*i(w*) = £120 * ^(w1) = £140 and cji'^w'^ = (t>*2(w')2 = £2. This means that if the
total number of set-ups is the allocation base activity costs are incorrectly distributed
7 <t>j(w')u = a'uJ ■^i=l a
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between Pi and P2. However, if input 2 is the allocation base activity costs are
accurately distributed between Pi and P2 (the same cannot be concluded when input 1
or input 3 is used as the allocation base)8. It would be possible to imagine many other
situations where Pi and P2 use completely different input mixes while activity costs
are still accurately distributed between Pi and P2 when the total number of set-ups (or
the total quantity of input u) is the allocation base.
The discussion undertaken in the previous paragraph implies that even when product
technologies are heterogeneous, that is, even when the various products use different
inputs mixes, product cost distortions might be small. Hwang et al (1993) observe
that product cost distortions, due to the use of an allocation base to distribute the cost
of the inputs aggregated in a cost pool among the various products, increase when
product technologies are significantly different. Although this can be accepted as a
general observation, the preceding analysis serves to illustrate that high product
technology heterogeneity does not necessarily lead to high product cost distortions.
To sum up, the two jointly necessary and sufficient conditions supporting the
construction of an aggregate activity output are (i) the linear homogeneity property
associated with each cost object production function and the fact that (ii) the
marginal cost corresponding to a unit of cost driver used by a cost object is equal for
all cost objects within a cost pool. While the first condition ensures that marginal
8 Observe that, given the specific (heterogeneous) product technologies, the conclusion that y1'1 and y1'2
(or x'Uj| and x1^) are or not the same cost driver depends on the input price set. In other words, it
might be the case (or not) that for some input price set y''1 and y1'2 (or x'Ui) and x'u_2) are the same cost
driver. However, when product technologies are identical, y1'1 and y1'2 (and x'Ujl and x'Uj2) are the same
cost driver for all the input price sets. We will return to this point in chapter seven.
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costs are constant, the second ensures that the aggregated cost function at a given
activity depends on only one cost driver. Finally, it should be noted that these two
conditions automatically exclude the existence of economies or diseconomies of
scope either within or between cost pools. That is to say, they exclude the existence
of any joint technologies, a necessary condition for an ABC system to measure
incremental costs (see section 2.7). It is also being implicitly assumed that inputs are
traded on a perfect marked. As Bromwich and Hong (1999, p. 53) observe:
"A perfect input market is necessary to ensure that input prices are linear with
either output or activity output, otherwise identical inputs may have different
prices".
The following table summarises the technological foundations of an aggregate
activity output.
Table 1 - Technological Foundations of an Aggregate Activity Output
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These results are new in the ABC literature and are in marked contrast with the
findings ofBromwich and Hong (1999).
Firstly, Bromwich and Hong (1999, p. 56-57) observe that cost functions compatible
with ABC require that the unit cost for each cost pool should be invariant with output
and claim that homothetic technologies ensure that. However, the results previously
derived show that only linearly homogeneous technologies, a special case of
homothetic technologies, guarantee that the unit cost for each cost pool is invariant
with output. That is, only linearly homogeneous technologies give rise to cost
functions linear with output (see the demonstration of the Lemma\ see also section
Secondly, Bromwich and Hong (1999, p. 48-49) also observe that the aggregation of
a multi-output technology requires that a constant input mix is common to all
products irrespective of volume. Conversely, the above results show that even where
the various cost objects use different input mixes (which are constant for a given
input price set) it might be possible to construct an aggregate activity output with an
ABC system. What is necessary is that the marginal cost corresponding to a unit of
cost driver used by a cost object is both constant and equal for all cost objects within
a cost pool. It is sufficient to ensure this result that all cost object technologies are
not only linearly homogeneous but also identical (which automatically implies that a
constant input mix is common to all cost objects irrespective of volume). However,
this is not necessary. That is, even when the various cost objects use different input
mixes it might be possible, at least in theory, to represent the aggregated cost
2.5)
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function at activity t as depending on only one cost driver (at least for some input
price set). Nevertheless, it should be recognized that it is a very strong assumption
that y'^ and y''k, V j * k, are the same cost driver when all (linearly homogeneous)
cost object technologies are not identical.
3.3. Short Run Activity Cost Function
The analysis undertaken in the last section has assumed a long run perspective,
where all inputs are variable with the activity output. In the short run, however, some
inputs are fixed. This section investigates the structure of the short run activity cost
function.
To incorporate the distinction between variable and fixed inputs, let represent the
vector of inputs supplied at activity t in the following manner: x'^uppiied) = (xlf i, ...,
x'fu, x'u+i, ..., x'p), where u inputs (i = 1, ...,u) are fixed and (p - u) inputs (i =
u+1, ..., p) are variable in the period in consideration9.
Assumption ytli and yl'k, V k ^ j, are the same type of output (see Definition 2).
As was defined in the previous section, ytJ and yt,k, V k ^ j, are the same type output
if all cost object technologies are identical. In other words, all cost object volumes
represent various levels of the same output. This permits the visualization of the
activity output as an intermediate input that is used by the various cost objects. The
0 x'fj means that the input quantity i is fixed.
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analysis undertaken in this section explicitly assumes this10. The short run cost
minimisation problem can now be defined as follows:
(6) Minimise ^P_j x'i w'i
Such that f(x') = f(x'i, ..x'p) = gl(yl) and xl, < xVi
Where f^x1) is the production function at activity t, xt = (xtj, ...,x'p) a vector of
strictly positive input quantities used at the same activity and gl(yl) a strictly positive
Observe that when all inputs are variable and all cost object technologies are both
linearly homogeneous and identical then gYy1) = a^w1) x), V i (see previous section).
That is, the constant a^w1) results from the resolution of the long run cost
minimisation problem. Moreover, assuming that input i is fixed and all the other
inputs are variable, the fixed quantity xYi gives rise to a (maximum) output of say
gVi(y') - x'fj a^w'), compatible with the equality between the long run and short run
solutions to the cost minimisation problems11' 12. To proceed with an analysis of the
10 As was demonstrated in the last section, although the assumption that y'1' and y''k, V k * j, are the
same type of output, together with the necessary condition that cost object technologies are linearly
homogenous, is sufficient to construct an aggregate activity output, it is not necessary. Only for the
sake of analytical simplicity in the analysis of the short run cost minimisation problem it is assumed
here that cost object technologies are identical.
" Note that when g'(y') > g'fily') the long run solution imposes that x'j > x'fj. This, however, violates
the short run restriction x'j < x'f;. Therefore, when g'(y') > g'fi(y') the short run solution imposes that
the restriction x'j < x'n binds in problem (6). In this case, the long and short run solutions to the cost
minimisation problem will be different.
12 Observe that without the assumption that cost object technologies are identical it was not possible to
define the constant g'n(y') = x'fj a'j(w'). Instead, it would only be possible to establish that
output.
multiple vectors (y'''fi,..., y''mn) which satisfy this
equality.
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short run cost minimisation problem it is now necessary to introduce a new
definition.
Definition 3 An activity is operated with excess capacity if V x'n e (x'n, x'fu):
g'(y') < glf i(y') or simply g'(y') < min (g'f j(y1))- It is operated above capacity if
3 xVi e (x'f i, x'fu): g'(y') > gYi(y') or g'(y') > min (g'fi(y1)).
That is, an activity is operated with excess capacity if all the fixed inputs are not fully
used. It is operated above capacity if at least one fixed input is fully used.
Case 1 (excess capacity): g'(y') < min (g'f i(y'))
When an activity is operated with excess capacity all the fixed inputs are not fully
used, implying that the restrictions x'; < x'n slack in problem (6). Consequently, the
solutions to the long and short run cost minimisation problems coincide. Therefore,
the vector of inputs (g'Cy'Va'^w'), ..., gt(y')/atp(wt)) minimises the short run cost of
resources used (and the long run cost of resources used and supplied as well). In
these circumstances, the short run cost function can be represented as:
(7) cV, g'(y')) = S|L, <«'"&') - g'(y')) + £f_, g'(y')
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Proof.
It has been shown that when activity t is operated with excess capacity, cost object
technologies are linearly homogeneous and ytvi and yl'k, V k * j, are the same type of
output the cost minimisation input-output relationships imply that
g'(y') = a'i(w') xj, V i. Additionally, g'f i(y') = ali(w') x'n, V x'f j. The following
developments take place:
c'(wl, gty)) = jy , x'fi w'i +Yf ., x'i w'i =z—'1=1 1'l=U+l
Zt,Svi (g,f'(yl) -gl(yl))+SjL, ff, s'<y'>+Zf.u+1 ffj g'(y')=
Zsu - g'(y')) +Zf„ «Xy'). -
In ABC terminology, expression (7) is the cost of resources supplied, which can be
split into the cost of resources not used and the cost of resources used (Cooper and
Kaplan, 1992). The cost of resources not used is "Vu ^ ' t. (g'fi(y') - g'(y')), while
z—<j=i a.j(w)
the cost of resources used is VP tTV g'(y'). Note that the cost of resources usedai(w) ° '
changes at a rate of ^P_1 ' which is independent of the output. Moreover,




increase in the cost of resources used and supplied. Only this latter component
generates relevant costs for decision-making.
In the short run, unless activity t is operated in perfectly efficient conditions, the cost
reported by an ABC system, (Ji'srCw1, g^y1)), does not coincide with the long run
average and marginal cost, ((/(w'). To see why observe that:
(8) (jl'sRtw', gl(yV) = cjlSRNlCw1, gl(y')*) + (jlSRlCw') = cji'Cw1)
If and only if gl(y1)* = a'i(w') xVi
> s (y)) - ^v77 " aV)
Sf^l *' w'i
* SR,(W) - ^ - 2r,u+1 a',(w')
<►v>=yp -ttkM=ia,(w)
Proof.
Note again that g'(yl) = a'^w1) x'j, V i. The cost of resources supplied changes at a
^x'. ^.t
rate of (b'sRifw1) = Vp . ,,w'; = VP which is independent of theY ' ^i=u+l <9g(y) ^i=u+l a'(w') 1
output. The component ((i'srniCw1, gVy')) reported by an ABC system depends on the
output, since ^u_j xVi w'j is fixed. This component will reflect optimal input usage
if and only if gl(y')* = a'iCw') xlfi, V xlfi. In this case, ((i'srniCw1, g'Cy1)*) = X"=1 fFfff)'
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Condition (8) shows that activity t is being operated neither with excess capacity nor
above capacity, in the sense that all resources supplied are being used. It signifies
that the short run vector of inputs supplied and used (x'n, ..., xVu, x'u+i, ..., xp) is the
long run cost minimisation vector of producing output gl(yl) . So when condition (8)
takes place activity t is being operated in perfectly efficient conditions.
Case 2 (above capacity): g'Cy1) > min (gVi(y'))
In this case, the vector of inputs (g'Yj/a'^w1), ..., gt(yt)/atp(wt)) is not the short run
cost minimisation vector anymore. The fact that some inputs are fixed and gl(yl) >
min (glf i(y1)) means that one or more scarce (fixed) inputs have to be substituted by
the variable inputs14. That is, the input mix will change. Consequently, the long run
cost of resources used and supplied of producing output gl(y') will not be achieved15.
The precise linearly homogeneous technology will determine the major or minor
degree of substitution between inputs16. At one extreme, if it is a Leontief
technology, no substitution between inputs will be permitted. In this case problem (6)
13 Note that if 3 x'fi: g'(y') < a'^w') x'fi, then ^'srniCw1, g'(y')) > Y(Vj and ^'srCw', g'(y')) >
<t>V).
14 Scarce (fixed) inputs might also be substituted by other fixed inputs, as long as they are not fully
used. This might happen if 3 x'fi, x'fu: a'i(w') x'fi * a'u(wl) x'fu.
15 See footnote 11.
16 This is given by the MRTS'iiU.
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does not have a solution so the short run maximum output will be
g (yl) = min (g'f i(y1))- At another extreme, if it is a linear technology, inputs are
perfect substitutes for each other and problem (6) will have a solution. In the cases in
between, the major or minor degree of substitution between inputs that the
technology allows will determine if the output gt(yt) can be achieved or not. In the
short run, the following condition will be observed:
This means that the short run cost of resources used (equal or lower than the cost of
resources supplied) at activity t will be higher than or equal to the long run cost of
resources used and supplied. It will be higher than the long run cost if activity t is
being operated above capacity. This is because when g^y1) > rnin (gVi(y1)) the rate at
which the cost of resources used increases will no longer be constant, but will
increase at a progressively higher rate, as the input mix changes (and differs from the
long run input mix). Thus ytJ and yl'k, j ^ k, will no longer be the same cost driver.
That is, the increase in the cost of resources used when a unit of cost driver is used
by cost object j will be different from the increase in the cost of resources used when
a unit of cost driver is used by cost object k17. Therefore, ABC is only compatible
with activities operating with excess capacity.
17 This contrasts with the long run analysis undertaken in the last section. As was demonstrated, when
cost object technologies are both linearly homogeneous and identical, the increase in the cost of
resources used (and supplied) when a cost object uses a unit of cost driver is equal for all cost objects




A corollary of condition (9) is that the short run cost reported by an ABC system will
be higher than or equal to the long run average and marginal cost
((Jj'srCw1, gVy')) ^ ^'(w'))- It is not hard to prove this claim. It has been shown that
when gl(yl) < min (g'f i(y')) the short run cost of resources used will be equal to the
long run cost of resources used and supplied. This implies either (i)
<j>'sR(wt, g'Cy')) = ^'(w1), if all the resources supplied are being used or (ii)
g^y1)) > ((/(V), if not all the resources supplied are being used (see condition
(8)). If g'(yl) > min (gV j(y')) then (Jj'srCw1, gl(y1)) > (^(w1), as the short run cost of
resources used will be higher than the long run cost of resources used and supplied.
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3.4. Conclusions
This chapter has first identified the necessary and sufficient conditions that support
the construction of an aggregate activity output, compatible with costs being directly
proportional to the level of that output. Two conditions were derived. The first is that
(i) cost object production functions are linearly homogeneous. This condition ensures
that marginal costs are constant, which is essential if the cost reported by an ABC
system, an average cost, is also to be a relevant cost for decision-making. The second
condition is that (ii) the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a cost object is
equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. This condition ensures that the
aggregated activity cost function depends on only one cost driver. These two
conditions are jointly necessary and sufficient for the construction of an aggregate
activity output in ABC.
It has been shown that when cost object technologies are not only linearly
homogeneous but also identical the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a
cost object is both constant and equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. The
contrary, however, is not true, meaning that even when cost object technologies are
heterogeneous the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a cost object might
still be equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. This is why high product
technology heterogeneity does not necessarily lead to high product cost distortions. It
has also been shown that when condition (ii) does not hold the aggregated activity
cost function depends on more than one cost driver. In this case, the application of a
single average cost driver rate to allocate costs distorts product costs.
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Second, the short run structure of ABC was introduced. In the short run, it is
necessary to distinguish between the case where an activity is operated with excess
capacity and the case where it is operated above capacity. An activity is operated
with excess capacity if all the fixed inputs are not fully used. It is operated above
capacity if at least one fixed input is fully used. This concept of capacity has been
neglected in the management accounting literature, in general, and in the ABC
literature, in particular. However, it is fundamental to represent the short run
equation of capacity, one of the highest profile innovations of ABC systems (Cooper
and Kaplan, 1992).
The rate at which the cost of resources used changes is constant only when activities
are operated with excess capacity. This rate can be split into two components. While
one component denotes an increase in the cost of resources used but not in the cost of
resources supplied, the other denotes an increase in the cost of resources used and
supplied. Only this latter component generates relevant costs for decision-making.
The rate at which the cost of resources used changes will no longer be constant when
activities are operated with excess capacity, since, in this case, the input mix will
change and differ from the long run input mix. Thus ABC is only compatible with
activities operating with excess capacity.
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CHAPTER IV - HOMOGENEOUS, NON-HOMOTHETIC TECHNOLOGIES
AND PRODUCT COSTING
4.1. Introduction
It was demonstrated in the last chapter that the two necessary and sufficient
conditions supporting the construction in ABC of an aggregate activity output are (i)
the linear homogeneity property associated with each cost object production function
and the fact that (ii) the marginal cost corresponding to a unit of cost driver used by a
cost object is equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. These two conditions
ensure that the activity cost function is linear with respect to an aggregate activity
output or cost driver. Under these circumstances, the typical product cost reported by
an ABC system, an average cost, would also be a relevant cost for decision-making.
The linear homogeneity property of cost object production functions signifies that an
equal and simultaneous increase or decrease in all inputs is reflected in the same way
in the activity output. This constitutes a very strong condition to impose on real word
cost systems and for this reason it is worth pursuing the investigation of situations
where this property does not apply. The non-existence of the linear homogeneity
property of cost object production functions will imply that average product costs
will differ from marginal product costs, that is, ABC systems will not generate
relevant costs for decisions involving output variation.
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This chapter explores the relaxation of the linear homogeneity property of cost object
production functions. The analysis is based on the duality between production and
cost functions. As in the study of the short run activity cost functions in section 3.3, it
is also assumed here that cost object technologies are identical. Thus all cost object
volumes represent various levels of the same output. This permits the visualization of
the activity output as an intermediate input that is used by the various cost objects.
Two types of non-linear technologies are considered. The first one is the case of
homogeneous technologies, a particular category of homothetic technologies. The
second one concerns the case of non-homothetic technologies. These two types of
technologies are sufficiently flexible to cover a great variety of situations in terms of
non-linear input-output relationships. In the case of homogeneous technologies all
inputs always change in the same way. This amounts to saying that when the activity
output increases, all inputs equally vary by a greater (decreasing returns to scale),
equal (constant returns to scale) or smaller (increasing returns to scale) proportional
change1. In many real world situations, however, this rigid pattern of input change is
unlikely to occur. Some inputs will change more than proportionally, others less than
proportionally and yet others in the same way as the activity output. The
characterisation of the non-homothetic attribute provides a basis for addressing these
possible types of input behaviour.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 addresses the structure of
homogeneous technologies. The major advantage of assuming this type of
technology is its simple analytical structure, as it gives rise to cost functions
1 Noreen and Soderstrom (1994, 1997), for example, find evidence, in a study of overheads costs in a
hospital, for the existence of increasing returns to scale.
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multiplicatively separable in input prices and output. This multiplicatively separable
structure presupposes that the input mix is constant along the expansion path
(homothetic property). However, this assumption is not valid when normal and
inferior inputs are combined. An inferior (normal) input is one whose quantity
increases (decreases) with output. Section 4.3 introduces a procedure developed by
Pollak and Wales (1992) in the production economics literature that transforms a
homogeneous technology into a non-homothetic one. In the section 4.4, this
procedure is applied to the Leontief technology in order to derive the non-homothetic
Leontief cost function. In the section 4.5 a model is specified while in section 4.6
some simulations are performed in order to ascertain the major implications of the
results derived in section 4.5. Finally, section 4.7 presents the conclusions.
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4.2. Homogeneous Technologies and Cost Functions
Homogeneous technologies are a particular case of homothetic technologies. If fact,
all homogeneous technologies are homothetic. The contrary, however, is not true, as
it possible to identify homothetic technologies that are not homogeneous. An
example of a homothetic technology that is not homogeneous will be presented later
in this section.
The usual rationality for assuming homotheticity is that it gives rise to cost functions
multiplicatively separable in input prices and output. That is to say, under
homotheticity it is possible to construct an aggregate input price that is independent
of the level of output. A homogeneous technology is a special case of a homothetic
technology, where h^f^x')) = (f(x'))^= g^y1). It was demonstrated in section 2.5 that
the cost function for a homothetic technology can be written as
c'(wl, gV)) = cpVg'Cy')) ^(w1), where cp'tg'ty1)) = ht_ '(gV^/h1-'(1). This implies
that the cost function for a homogeneous technology takes the following form:
(i) ct(wt,gt(yt)) = gt(yt)v'ct't(wt)
Where vt = l/pl. As previously observed, the output gl(yl) is as an intermediate input
that is used by the various cost objects. The cost function (1) is homogeneous of
degree vl in output, while the associated production function is homogeneous of
degree pt = l/v'. When the production function is homogeneous of degree one the
cost function becomes c^w1, g'(y1)) = g'(y') ^'(w1). An ABC system designed to
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generate relevant costs presupposes such a structure, where average and marginal
costs are constant and equal to ^(w1) (see chapter 2). It just signifies that costs vary
linearly with the activity output.
Expression (1) shows that when vl < 1 (or pt > 1) we have increasing returns to scale,
while when vl > 1 (or pt < 1) we are in the presence of decreasing returns to scale.
Increasing returns to scale means that when all inputs increase in proportion by a
certain amount the activity output shows a more than proportional increase. This
implies that the rate at which costs increase reduces with the level of output. In other
words, marginal costs are decreasing. Simultaneously, decreasing returns to scale
signifies that when all inputs increase in proportion by a given amount the activity
output shows a less than proportional increase. Consequently, costs increase at a
progressively higher rate, i.e., marginal costs increase with output. This can be easily
demonstrated ifwe derive from (1) the marginal cost (MCt):
(2) MC,-aC'^ffi'))-vtS'(y')v'-1f(w')Sg(y)
From (2) it is apparent that the marginal cost is an increasing function when v' > 1,
but a decreasing function when v' < 1. Similarly, the average cost (ACt) is:
(3) AC, =4^^ = g'(yy'-T(w')
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Both the marginal and average costs depend on the level of output. The only case
when the marginal and average costs are independent of the level of output is when
the production function is linearly homogeneous ((3t = v' = 1). From (2) and (3), it
can be shown that marginal and average costs of homogeneous functions are related
as follows:
(4) MCt = vl ACt = v1 —4
, xli w'j
gV)
This means that the marginal cost can be obtained if we multiply the average cost by
the degree of homogeneity of the cost function. Note, however, that the average cost
depends on the level of output, as does the marginal cost. This means that the
determination of the marginal cost for a given output through (4) presupposes that
the average cost associated with the same level of output is known. This corresponds
to a situation where costs for different level of outputs can be accumulated.
Furthermore, it is clear from expression (4) that the marginal cost of homogeneous
functions will be either strictly above or strictly below the average cost, depending
on the degree of homogeneity of the cost function, vl. In other words, MCt > ACt
when vl > 1, but MCt < ACt when vl < 1.
In the product costing literature, the only attempt to incorporate into the analysis
non-linearity issues are Christensen and Demski (1997, 2003). However, they only
make use of the result that increasing (decreasing) returns to scale imply that average
costs will be above (below) marginal costs. They state (1997, p. 83):
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"It is well known that d(x) strictly concave implies marginal cost is strictly
increasing in output. This implies average cost is strictly below marginal
cost" (d(x) is the production function).
In this study, however, the analysis is founded on the duality between production and
cost functions, and while deriving the cost function dual to a homogeneous
technology, a more general case, the non-homothetic one (see sections 4.3 and 4.4),
is also derived.
Finally, it must be observed that in the case of homothetic technologies that are not
homogeneous the relationship between average and marginal costs is not generally
constant. Consider the example ht(ft(xt)) = Ln f^x') = gl(yl), where f^x1) = x\a xV ~ a
and ^(x1) > 1 (since g'(yl) > 0). This technology is homothetic but not homogenous.
In this case, MCt = gl(yl) ACt, meaning that the relation between marginal and
average costs is not constant, as it depends on the level of output .
2Ln f(x') is homothetic because (i) f(x') is homogeneous of degree one and (ii) ^ = f(x1) >
R'
It is not homogeneous, however, since Ln f(X x') = Ln (A. fix')) = Ln X + Ln f(x') Ln f(x'). The
cost function dual to a homothetic technology is c'tw', g'(y')) = tp'Cg'ty')) where
(p'lg'Iy1)) = ^ Therefore, c'(w', g'(y')) =~~ ^'(w1). This implies that
eg'(y') , , 1 e g'(y') , ,
MC, =—— ((.'(w'), AC, = —— <t>V) and MC, = gV) AC,.
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4.3. Non-Homothetic Technologies and Cost Functions
In economics, the concept of non-homotheticity is associated with the combination
of normal inputs with inferior inputs. An inferior input is one whose quantity falls as
output increases, while a normal input is one whose quantity increases with output
(Chambers, 1988, p. 69). Homothetic technologies have the property that the quotient
between pair of inputs does not change with output (see section 2.5). This signifies
that all the inputs always change in the same way. When one input increases or
decreases in proportion by a given amount, all the others change by the same
amount. In the case of a non-homothetic function, however, the ratio between pair of
inputs changes with the level of output. It might be the case that as output increases
some inputs increase more than proportionally while others increase less than
proportionally. This section introduces a procedure developed by Pollak and Wales
(1992) that transforms a homogeneous technology into a non-homothetic one.
Consider again expression (1), which shows the structure of a cost function
homogeneous of degree vl in output. Since ^'(w1) is homogeneous of degree one in
inputs prices (see section 2.5), expression (1) can be rewritten as:
(5) ct(wt, g'(y')) = gt(y')v ^(w1) = g'(y')v, ..., w'p gt(y')v)
Ifwe allow the vl's corresponding to different inputs to differ, we have:
(6) cl(w', gt(yt)) = 4>'(wli g'(yt)vw'p gl(y')v p) = ^(h1,,..., h'p)
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Except in certain degenerate special cases, the technology corresponding to
specification (6) is non-homothetic (Pollak and Wales, 1992, p. 213)3. It follows
from (6) that the marginal and average costs are:
m MC _ 3c'(w', g'(y')) _(7) Q" Sg'(yl) " g'(y')
Proof:
dc (w»g (y)) _ vyp dM ■) ah'j Yp t t V . v'i-I M u
dg\yl) dh< SgV) ~Z.f=! ah'i WlV|g(y) -Moreover, by
„ . r„ . . acV, sYy1)) , dtf(-)dh\ dtf( ■) v k vl; T1the Lemma of Shephard — <9w x i= ^wt = g (y) • Thus
MC
Zf=1 X'i W'i V'i
t ~ ,lg(y)
_c'(w', g'(yt))_^i X|Wi
gV) gl(yl)(8) ACt —
From (7) and (8) it can be shown that marginal and average costs are related in the
following manner:
(9) MCt - AC, =
X-L] x'i w'i (v*. - 1)
gl(yl)
3 Pollak and Wales (1992, p. 219) show that the Cobb-Douglas technology is a degenerative case, in
which distinct v''s imply a homogeneous technology, i.e., a homothetic technology.
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When the technology is homogeneous, v'j = v' (i = 1, p). In this case, expression
(9) results in expression (4), case in which the marginal and average costs are exactly
related by the degree of homogeneity of the cost function.
From (9), it can be shown that x'j w\ (v'j - 1) > 0, if v'j > 1 and x'j w'j (v'j - 1) < 0, if
v'j < 1. This attribute is not observable in the context of any non-linear technology. It
is observable, however, in the context of non-homothetic technologies, since, here,
some inputs might increase more than proportionally while others might increase less
than proportionally, when output increases. Finally, it is interesting to observe that
this specific characteristic might reduce the difference between marginal and average
costs (as it reduces the absolute value of the numerator of expression (9)). However,
note that because the ratios xVg'(y') change with output so does the difference
between marginal and average costs, i.e., the value of expression (9) depends on the
level of output4.
4.4. The Non-Homothetic Leontief Cost Function
In this section we apply the procedure introduced in the previous section to the
Leontief technology. Two reasons support the choice of this technology. Firstly, it
constitutes a natural extension of the linearly homogeneous Leontief technology that
has been widely used in the management accounting literature (e.g. Balakrishnan and
4„. x'j d<|>'( •) , t v'i - 1
Smcea'(y')= dh'j g(y) •
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Sivaramakrishnan, 2002). Secondly, it is a relatively straightforward matter to
represent it in terms of the duality between costs and technology.
The non-homothetic Leontief technology for activity t can be represented as follows:
(10) g'Cy1) = min (oc'i x'iPl, ..., a'p x'p Pp)
At the same time, the minimum cost of producing a given level of output implies
that:
(11) gt(yt) = a'j x'j & or x'j = ' = fEMf'a'; J v a'i
Observe that the v'i's corresponding to different inputs are different. The essence of
the non-homothetic feature lies precisely here. It can be shown that v'j is the elasticity
of input demand with respect to output, that is, the ratio of the relative change in the




dxj_six) (WTiVi 1 g'(y')
dg (y) X i 1 ^ a'i J g'(yl) rot{yt^v'i
a;
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The cost function for the non-homothetic Leontief technology is given by:
(13) cV, g'(y')) = ZjL, x', w', = Y.U w'
From (13), it can be seen that the cost function is not multiplicatively separable in
input prices and output, as when the technology is homothetic. The marginal and
average costs are:
At the same time, the difference between marginal and average costs is given by:
(16)
As previously observed, the central feature of a non-homothetic technology is the
fact that the ratio between pair of inputs changes with the level of output. Thus we
can make use of the concept of elasticity of input substitution with respect to output
to ascertain how the ratio between pair of inputs varies with output. If we apply it,
we obtain:
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,171 , d(x'i/x'„)/(xVx',) i ,(17) SS.O- dg'(y')/g'(y') "V'"V"
Proof:
Note f'«t that ^= ("jr) '(^0 'g'(y') ' " • Thus es.o= $$,=
= v'j - v'u. ■
The sign of v'j - v'u indicates if the technology is input i or input u biased. That is to
say, it biased in relation to the input which increases by a relative by large amount
when output increases. If v'j > v'u the technology is input i biased (input i increases
relatively by more than input u when output increases). If v'j < v'u, the technology is
input u biased. If v'j = v'u the quotient between pair of inputs is constant (the
elasticity of input substitution is zero), just as it is when the technology is
homothetic. In the next section, a formal model is specified, in order to provide a




Consider a setting where m products are produced. Production only takes place when
a new order arrives, since there is no production for stock. Additionally, orders are
processed according to a FIFO discipline. The production process encompasses three
sequential activities. The first activity, Ai, aggregates two inputs (x\ and x!2, with
prices w'i and w]2, respectively) and is a typical batch activity, where the number of
set-ups of each of the m products is the (non-final good) output. The second activity,
2 2
A2, corresponds to the incorporation of a single direct input (x 1, with price w~i) in
each of the individual units of the m products. This is the case where inputs are
measured individually and, as such, no aggregation of inputs occurs. The third
3 3 3 3
activity, A3, aggregates two inputs (x 1 and x 2, with prices w 1 and w 2, respectively)
and is also final good output driven.
The vector of outputs is represented as (q1), ...,qrm), where q) is the volume of
output r associated with cost object j (see section 2.6). In the model, (q'i, ..., q'm) is
the vector of final good outputs, where q'j is the number of units of product j. This
vector drives the consumption of resources in activities A2 and A3. In the case of
••22 • 2
activity Ai, (q 1 q m) is the corresponding vector of outputs. Here, q~j represents
the number of set-ups of product j5. As previously defined, ytJ denotes the total units
of cost driver used by cost object j at activity t. This variable can be expressed as a
function of qj. Accordingly, ytJ = q) a), where a) is the units of cost driver used by
5
Implied in this analysis is the fact that the total number of set-ups is separable among the m products,
i.e., each set-up is associated with one and only one product. If a set-up involves, for example, two
products (which might be represented by q2^, where j ^ k), its cost is not separable between them. In
this case, we have an inherently joint cost.
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one unit of product j, in activities A2 and A3 (g'Cy1) = ^Pjq'j a'j, t = 2, 3), or by one
set-up of product j, in activity Ai. In this last case, a j - 1, as the activity output is
exactly the total number of set-ups (g'(y') = ^q2j a'j = ^™iq2j). In activity A2, a2j
is the units of input 1 per unit of product j.
Now the question of technology can be considered. Datar and Gupta (1994) in their
study of aggregation, specification and measurement errors when determining
product costs have explicitly concentrated on linear cost functions. Aggregation
errors occur when costs caused by different cost drivers are aggregated in a single
cost pool. Specification errors are caused by inexactitudes in cause-and-effect
relationships and result from choosing the wrong cost driver6. In practice,
aggregation and specification errors are correlated. If an activity wrongly includes
costs from other activities then we observe simultaneously both aggregation and
specification errors. At the same time, if the dependent and independent variables
(activity cost and activity cost driver) are "correctly" defined, there are no
aggregation and/or specification errors. In the context of our model, we assume the
inexistence of aggregation and specification errors. We also consider that the
dependent and independent variables are measured without error. We assume the
inexistence of aggregation, specification and measurement errors in order to
6 These two definitions implicitly assume that it is possible to design a cost system in such a way that
for each cost pool there is one and only one cost driver. Both conventional and ABC systems are
based on this assumption. Note also that, in this section, it is being explicitly assumed that each
activity depends on one and only one cost driver (a single intermediate input). This might not be the
case, however. As was shown in the last chapter, even assuming that technologies are linearly
homogeneous, it might be the case that an activity depends on more than one cost driver (see
Corollary 2, section 3.2). If this is the case, a specification error occurs if we represent the activity
cost function as depending on only one cost driver.
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introduce and isolate what can be called a functional form error. The is because even
when the dependent and independent variables are "correctly" defined, the functional
form relating one with the other might be not. For example, the usual linearity
assumption might simply prove to be invalid. Normal cost accounting procedures
may calculate a cost driver rate that is invariant with the activity output.
Consequently, if the functional form underlying an activity production function is not
linearly homogeneous then a difference will exist between marginal and average
costs so implying that cost accounting numbers do not measure incremental costs.
The functional form feature is specifically analysed in the context of the activity A3,
where we simulate two types of non-linearly homogeneous technologies: the
homogeneous and the non-homothetic Leontief technology (see expression (13)).
Concerning activities Ai and A2, we assume the usual linearly homogeneous
Leontief structure. Considering earlier definitions, the cost driver rates for the three
activities are determined as follows:
Table 1 - Average Cost Driver Rates
Activity A, Activity A2
, , x'i w'i + x'z w'2
<t> (w )= —
2 2




|V 1 V IVL x3, W3, + X32 W32<!> (w ,g (y )) =
Since g2(y2) = a2j = x2.
Later we will discuss in more detail the determination of the cost driver rates
associated with activities Ai and A3. For now, note only that while the average cost
driver rates for activities A\ and A2 are constant ((j)'(w') and <j>2(w2), respectively -
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given the assumed linearly homogeneous structure), the average cost driver rate for
activity A3 is not constant, as it depends on the level of output ((|>3(w3, g3(y3)).
The question that we should now direct attention to concerns the incremental cost of
a new order. To undertake this analysis, consider that a given order increases the
output of activity t from a1 to bl. Therefore, its incremental cost is:
After simplification, expression (18) results in:







^c'tw'.gV)) I , fay2, gy» , , fay.gV)) , ,f gg'(y') dg(y)+J 9g (y) dg<y) + J agV) dg<y)-
b1 b2 b
/dg'(y') + /(j)2(w2) dg2(y2) + / v3! dg3(y3) +
a' a2 a3
+ j V2l a32 J W)dg(y)
a
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= ^'(w1) + w2i (b2 - a2) + y ^
b3^Vi





Observe that an order gives rise to one set-up, which increases the output of activity
Ai from a1 to b1 = a1 + 1 (b1 - a1 = 1). Note also that while the marginal costs at
activities 1 and 2 are constant (given the assumed linearly homogeneous structure),
the marginal cost at activity 3 (which is derived directly form expression (14)) is not
constant. ■
Conventional cost accounting practice, based on an average cost driver rate,
"correctly" identifies the incremental cost at activities Ai and A2. This is patent in the
first two terms of expression (19), where the incremental cost at activities A) and A2
is simply the average cost driver rate times the increase in the activity output (b1 - a1).
This is not the case with activity A3, however. Here, the difference between the
activity's incremental cost (third and fourth terms of expression (19)), and the cost
3 3 3 3based on an average cost driver rate, <j) (w , g (y )), might be represented as:
<20> ZV, (vj'w ■ - ZjL, (ST'w3' - +v-g3(y3)) (b3 -a3)
The fact that the technology associated with activity A3 is not linearly homogenous,
either it is homogeneous of a degree different from 1 or it is non-homothetic,
signifies that the average cost driver rate depends on the level of output considered,
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<j)3(w3, g3(y3)). Conventional cost accounting procedures suggest that the
determination of <(>3(w3, g3(y3)) is derived from a mean activity output (per period),
which depends itself on the mean demand of each of the m products. Accordingly,
E(g3(y3))=X™, E(q'j) a3j, where E(g3(y3)) is the mean activity output (per period),
E(q'j) the mean demand for product j (per period) and a3j, as already defined, the
units of cost driver used per unit of product j. Specific simulations are undertaken in
the next section.
4.6. Simulations
For simulation purposes, we consider the existence of only two products, Pi and P2.
The specific parameters assumed for each of the three activities are presented in table
2.
Table 2 - Activity Parameters





















(*) T,: (v3, = 0,8; v32 = 0,8); T2: (v3, = 1,2; v32 = 1,2); T3: (v3, = 0,8; v32 = 1,2)
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The linearly homogeneous Leontief structure of activity Aj implies that the cost
driver rate is ^'(w1) = £2 x 2 + £3 x 1 = £7 1. This is exactly the cost per
2 2 2
set-up. The cost driver rate for activity A2 is <j) (w ) = w 1 = £3.
With respect to activity A3, we simulate three alternative technologies, as stated in
table 2. Technology Tj gives rise to a cost function homogeneous of degree 0,8 in
output, while T2 supports a cost function homogeneous of degree 1,2. In the first case
the marginal cost is a monotonically decreasing function, whereas in the second it is
a monotonically increasing function. Technology T3 is non-homothetic, since
v3, ?£ v32. In activity A3, we compute a cost driver rate assuming a mean activity
output (per period) of 14 units of cost driver. Therefore, the cost driver rate
(J)3(w3, g3(y3)) presented in table 1 is determined as follows: <j>3(w3, g3(y3)) =
x-i-. (gVy'lV' w'i £4,, , „A3i £2 , • ,im r^-
Zf=l -^= Y^(4x 14) +j^(2x 14) (see expression (15)). Direct
calculations show that <j)3(w3, g3(y3)) = £9,2 (Tj: (v3i = 0,8; v32 = 0,8)),
<|>3(w3,g3(y3)) = £43,6 (T2: (v3i = 1,2; v32=l,2)) and <j>3(w3, g3(y3)) = £14,9 (T3:
(v3i=0,8; v32=1,2)). Table 3 provides information concerning the (cumulative)
output of the three activities in a given period.
7 <t>'(w') >s derived directly from either expression (14) (or expression (15)), noting that v\ — v'2 — 1.
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Table 3 - Activity Output
Order Units Activity A, Activity A2 Activity A3
Product Number per Order (q2i) (q'i a2,) (q'i a3,)
P. 1° 1 1 1x2 lxl
P2 2° 4 2(1 + 1) 14(2 + 4x3) 9(1+4x2)
Pi 3° 3 3 (2+ 1) 20(14 + 3x2) 12(9 + 3x1)
P2 4° 1 4(3 + 1) 23 (20+ 1 x 3) 14(12 + 1 x 2)
P2 5° 2 5(4+1) 29(23 + 2 x3) 18(14 + 2 x 2)
Table 3 should be read in the following way. The 2° order of the period (4 units of
P2) increased the output of activity Ai from 1 to 2 (since it gave rise to one set-up),
the output of activity A2 from 2 to 14 (2 + 4 x 3) and the output of activity A3 from 1
to 9 (1 +4x2). The remainder of table 3 should be read in the same fashion.
The objective of the simulations is the evaluation of the distortions arising from the
use of an accounting procedure that computes and utilises an average cost driver rate.
As has been observed, distortions arise whenever cost functions are not linear with
output. In the model, the total cost error, the difference between the incremental cost
of an order and the cost that is based on an average cost driver rate, is given by
expression (20). Bearing in mind that expression (19) is the incremental cost of an
order, the percentage cost error is defined as the quotient of expression (20) to
expression (19).
The following chart shows the percentage cost error for the five orders presented in
table 3, under the three alternative technologies postulated for activity A3.
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Chart 1 - Percentage Cost Error under Three Alternative Technologies
Series'!: Ti(v3i = 0,8; v32 = 0,8)
Series2: T2(v3i = 1,2; v32 = 1,2)













Series 1 corresponds to a cost function homogeneous of degree 0,8 in output,
implying that the marginal cost strictly decreases with output (and the percentage
cost error as well). Observe that the percentage error for the first order is around
+ 22% (the incremental cost of the 1° order is higher than the cost allocated to the
same order), while for the fifth order is almost -15% (the incremental cost for the 5°
order is lower than the cost allocated to the same order). Chart 2 helps to visualize
how the total cost error changes with the activity output, for this technology.
11
1° )r Jer 2° Order" [§?]oi der Kjlorder #)rderI
H Series 1 □Series2 E)Series3
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Chart 2 - Activity A3: Ti (v3i = 0,8; v32 = 0,8)
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According to table 3, the first order increases the output of activity A3 from 0 to 1.
Graphically, the total cost error is the cumulative difference between the marginal
cost curve and the average cost driver rate line, when the output changes from 0 to 1.
The second order increases the activity output from 1 to 9. Observe that when the
output increases from 1 to 5 the cumulative difference between the marginal cost
curve and the average cost driver rate line is positive (as the marginal cost is higher
than the average cost driver rate). However, that difference becomes negative when
the output is higher than 5. So the fact that the cumulative difference between the
marginal cost and the average cost driver rate is positive when the activity output
goes from 1 to 5 while negative when it goes from 5 to 9 explains the low percentage
cost error for the second order (around 1%).
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Series2 of chart 1 characterizes the percentage cost error for a cost function
homogeneous of degree 1,2 in output. In this case, the marginal cost strictly increases
with output (and the percentage cost error as well). Chart 3 helps to visualize this.
Chart 3 - Activity A3: T2 (v3i = 1,2; v32 = 1,2)
Marginal Cost versus Average Cost Driver Rate (£43,6)
Activity Output
Among the three alternative technologies under consideration, the non-homothetic
technology (T3) gives rise, overall, to a smaller percentage error (see chart 1).
Actually, the percentage error varies from 6% (1° order) to just about 1% (5° order).
The explanation of this fact lies again in the curvature of the marginal cost, which is
presented in chart 4.
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Chart 4 - Activity A3: T3 (v3i = 0,8; v32 = 1,2)
Marginal Cost versus Average Cost Driver Rate (£14,9)
Activity Output
Observe that the marginal cost decreases between 0 and approximately 5, but
increases in a very smooth way after that level of output. At the same time, the
cumulative difference between the marginal cost curve and the average cost driver
line is very low, which explains the small percentage error across the five orders. In
this particular case, a cost accounting system founded on an average cost driver rate
does not distort to a great extent incremental costs.
The magnitude of the distortion is deeply associated with the parameters v3i and v32
of the cost function. When both converge to one the percentage error tends to zero,
since that results in a cost function linear with output, where average and marginal
costs coincide. The reverse is also true, i.e., the magnitude of the distortion increases
as the parameters v3i and v32 diverge from one.
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The two following charts show how the percentage cost error for the first two orders
"3 -3
changes when v i and v 2 vary from 0,5 to 1,5 (appendix II shows the charts for the
remaining orders). Both charts are cut with a plane parallel to the v3jv32 plane,
corresponding to the set of points (v\ v32) for which the percentage cost error for
each order is zero.
Chart 5 - Percentage Cost Error for the 1° and 2° Orders
(0,5 < v3i < 1,5)
x = v3i and y = v32
As already noted, when the cost function is not linear with output the percentage
error changes from one order to another, that is to say, the percentage error depends
on the level of output. However, a common attribute of both figures is the fact that
each of them converges to zero when the elasticity of each input demand tends to one
(since this results in a cost function linear with output).
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4.7. Conclusions
This chapter has concentrated on the relaxation of one of the most important
properties underlying the structure of an ABC system: the linear homogeneity
property of cost object production functions. It was assumed that all cost object
technologies were identical. More specifically, it was explicitly supposed that the
activity output was an intermediate input used by the various cost objects.
It was considered that aggregation, specification or measurement errors, in the terms
they have been defined by Datar and Gupta (1994), were absent. However, another
type of error, designated as functional form error, was introduced. This type of error
was identified from the investigation of the distortions arising from the use of an
accounting procedure based on an average cost driver rate, in a context where cost
functions were not linear with output. On the whole, distortions increase as the
elasticity of each input demand diverges from one. That is, distortions increase as the
input-output relationships depart from the linear case. But distortions also change
with output. This means that, depending on the output interval, the application of a
single average cost driver rate might undercost, overcost or even approximate
incremental costs.
The above results demonstrate that a mathematical analysis can be applied to
facilitate the assessment of the decision suitability of cost systems information
outputs. They show that the distortions arising from the adoption of cost functions
linear with output can be identified quantitatively. This contributes to the
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ascertainment of the costs and benefits of costing systems and is one aspect that




Percentage Cost Error for the 3°, 4° and 5° Orders (Section 4.6)
(0,5 < v3j <1,5)
x = v3i and y - v32
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CHAPTER V - EMPIRICAL ISSUES
5.1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to address some issues that the empirical work in the
area of product costing poses. It should be recognised that, in general, it is quite
challenging to develop credible empirical work in this area. The fact that the
researcher has usually little control over variables that might interfere directly on the
validity of the results creates the challenge. The objective of this chapter is to
identify and review these variables.
Although the motivation of this chapter is not to justify the choice of the research
method used later (next chapter provides a justification), the difficulties that the
empirical work poses also serves to explain, together with the specific purposes of
this study, the use of simulation as a research method in chapter seven.
The main difficulties raised by empirical work are caused by the fact that production
and cost functions are not usually known in practice. Section 5.2 analyses how
researchers in the area of product costing have dealt with this difficulty. But, even if
production and cost relationships are known, there might exist difficulties related to
the measurement of the variables. With respect to this point, particularly problematic
is the case of the, so-called, committed resources, where large differences can exist
between the cost of resources used and the cost of resources supplied (Cooper and
Kaplan, 1992). Section 5.3 concentrates on the difficulties that this poses in terms of
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the statistical analysis of ABC data. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 examine two further
difficulties which, unless their effects are adequately controlled, would seriously
reduce the validity of the statistical analysis of ABC data. Specifically, section 5.4
focuses on the problem of input prices change, while section 5.5 analyses the
problem of technical change. Finally, section 5.6 presents the conclusions.
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5.2. Functional Form Specification
Since the emergence of ABC, the investigation of the factors that cause overhead
costs has attracted a great deal of attention on the part of management accounting
researchers. Particular attention has been given to the role of non-volume or
complexity variables in explaining overhead costs (see section 2.6).
Without a priori any specific knowledge concerning the technology and (given the
duality between cost and technology) the cost functions driving overhead costs, most
of these studies postulate a given functional form. The choice of a particular type of
cost function might reflect the purpose of the research, data issues, such as sample
size, among other factors. With regard to the factors supporting the choice of the
functional form it is worth considering here two or three examples from the
literature.
Banker et al (1995) specify a (log) linear cost function, with a Cobb-Douglas
structure. They note that:
"...this specification is not intended to represent an economic cost function
reflecting optimal allocation of resources given prices ... we choose this form
because it is parsimonious, requiring fewest number of parameters to be
estimated given the volume and transactional variables, thus preserving the
degrees of freedom for our sample of only 32 plants" (Banker et al, 1995, p.
123).
Noreen and Soderstrom (1994, 1997) specifically test whether overhead costs were
proportional to activity output, an implicit assumption of conventional cost
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accounting procedures, which implies the equality between marginal and average
costs. They assume a log (linear) cost function, consistent with a Cobb-Douglas
structure. They observe that:
"The log transformation is not entirely ad hoc in the context of estimating
cost functions; it has a long tradition in economics and, as previously noted,
is consistent with a Cobb-Douglas production function" (Noreen and
Soderstrom, 1994, p. 265).
Ittner et al (1997) use principal component analysis to investigate to what extent a
wide variety of manufacturing measures were associated with the different levels of
the ABC cost hierarchy (unit, batch, product and facility). Here, the absence of
knowledge regarding the structure of cost functions supported the use of a procedure
that sought to associate the different manufacturing measures with the ABC cost
hierarchy levels.
Overall, these studies are important for driver identification, as they provide evidence
concerning the effect of different drivers on overhead costs. Testing the two basic
properties supporting an ABC system (the linear homogeneity property associated
with each cost object production function and the fact that the marginal cost
corresponding to a unit of cost driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost
objects within a cost pool) requires, however, finer specification and, most
importantly, much more detailed data, which hardly ever is available in practice. We
will return to the issue of testing ABC in chapter seven. Specifically, the question of
testing the second condition supporting the construction of an aggregate activity
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output (the condition under which the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a
cost object is equal for all cost objects within a cost pool) will be addressed.
5.3. Resources Supplied versus Resources Used
The problem analysed here concerns the measurement of the cost of resources used.
Financial systems measure the cost of resources supplied. ABC systems, however,
measure the cost of resources used. The problem of measuring the cost of resources
used is particularly problematic in the case of the committed resources (see Cooper
and Kaplan. 1992, 1998), where large differences can exist between the cost of
resources supplied and the cost of resources used1. Under these circumstances, and
unless the unused capacity can be identified and measured, simply regressing the cost
of resources supplied on measures of the activity output will not produce reliable
statistical evidence on cost causality.
To overcome the difficulties in measuring the cost of resources used, researchers
cannot rely on readily available data. As Kaplan (1993, p. 3) observes:
"Instead of using readily available data, the researcher can look closely at
internal company events and data so that the unused and even overused
capacity for individual resources and activities can be identified and
measured". Alternatively, "They (researchers) can choose organizations
where the cost of unused capacity are not likely to be high, because of high
growth situations"
1 Committed resources are acquired before they are used. The expenses of supplying these resources
are incurred whether the resources are used or not. In contrast, flexible resources are acquired as
needed.
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So the key aspect of the research process is the analysis of the organization context
and careful construction of data. Only then it will be possible to undertake credible
statistical analysis and inference. For example, it was the analysis of the
organizational context, specifically interviews with people, that gave Foster and
Gupta (1990) insights into the process of understanding why they found a limited
empirical support for complexity-based and efficiency-based drivers in explaining
overhead costs behaviour in thirty-seven facilities of an electronics company (see
section 2.6).
5.4. Input Prices Change
Unless production and cost relationships are known, testing empirically the two basic
properties underlying an ABC system requires that it is necessary to control for the
effect of input prices change. Suppose that cost object technologies are both linearly
homogeneous and identical. Further, consider that C\n) is the total cost at activity t in
period n and xlU(n) = (n) Quantity °f input u used at the same activity in
period n. The average and marginal cost driver rate (when input u is used as a
measure of the activity output) might then be obtained if the following specification
is estimated:
( 1) C'(n) = 5l + (j)tu x'u (n) + e^n)
Where 5l is the intercept and e'(n) a disturbance term. In the absence of fixed costs,
the constant 5' should not be statistically different from zero. Since cost object
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technologies are not known (although it is assumed that they are both linearly
homogeneous and identical), at best we obtain the (estimated) cost driver rate for a
given input price set2. However, the possibility of the time-series data containing
input prices change might distort the estimator of (jrV
To sum up, if production and cost relationships are not known, the best the
researcher can obtain is the (estimated) cost driver rate for a given input price set.
However, if little control is exerted over the effects of input prices change, we risk
estimating correlations that are entirely misleading.
5.5. Technical Change
The analysis so far has assumed that the state of technology is constant over time. It
is doubtful that this is the case, however. The possibility of the time-series data
containing technical change might also distort the estimator of in the same way
input prices change does.
In the real world, technical change often takes the form of a completely new
technology. Supposing that f(n)(X(n)) represents the production function in period n, it
might be the case that f(n)(x(n)) and f(n-)(x(n')) (n ^ n')3 are two distinct functional
forms, where the vector of inputs x(n) and x(n') are not necessarily equal, as new
2 Remember that the constant (average and marginal) cost driver rate is conditional to both a given
input price set and a given linearly homogeneous technology (see section 3.2).
3 This might be seen as the production function for a given activity. However, technical change might
also signify that activities are not stable over time, as new activities arise and/or old activities give rise
to new ones.
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inputs are also part of the innovation process. Unfortunately, treating analytically this
kind of technical change is very difficult. So, although production economists have
considered in the statistical analysis of time series data the evolution of technology,
they have concentrated on what in the literature is referred to as disembodied
technical change. A particularly popular definition is that introduced by Hicks
(1963), who defined technical change in terms of the relative input utilization. More
specifically, a production function is Hicks neutral if it can be written as (see
Chambers, 1988, Chapter 6):
(2) f(g(x), n)
Expression (2) implies that time (represented by n) is separable from the vector of
inputs (represented by x) in the production function. To see why, note that the
marginal rate of technical substitution between say input i and input j (MRTSij) does
not depend on time since:
m TvfRT-^ • _ n)/5x| _ gfMxX n)/5g(x) dg(x)/dxj _ dg(x)/dxj
10 <3f(g(x), n)/<9xj <9f(g(x), n)/5g(x) dg(x)/dxj dg(x)/dxj
Expression (3) shows that the rate at which two inputs are substituted for each other
is independent of time. That is, technical change might shift isoquants, but not their
shape. In another way, Hicks neutrality does not change the degree of substitution
between inputs. This is why this type of technical change is referred to as
disembodied technical change.
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Although analytically appealing, disembodied technical change is very limited in
terms of describing many real world innovations. As observed, technical change
might give rise to a completely new production function. If the time-series data
contains technical change of this type we risk identifying erroneous correlations. So
empirical work in the area of product costing estimation should take into
consideration, apart from the problem of input prices change, the problem of
technical change. Moreover, it might happen that input prices change and technical




This chapter has addressed some difficulties that the empirical work in the area of
product costing poses. Together they pose a significant challenge for empirical
researchers testing the operation ofABC systems in the real world.
Section 5.2 has concentrated on the specification of the functional form underlying
production and cost functions. Section 5.3 has discussed the difficulties associated
with measuring the cost of resources used, a particularly relevant question in the case
of the committed resources, where significant differences can exist between the cost
of resources used and the cost of resources supplied. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 have
concentrated on the questions of input prices change and technical change.
It has been shown that special attention should be directed to the analysis and
construction of time series data, before any statistical inference is undertaken. For
example, if the time series data contains the effects of input prices change and/or
technical change (particularly disembodied technical change), we risk identifying
flawed correlations and obtaining erroneous estimators of the activity cost driver
rate. Improving the cost estimation art, however, cannot be achieved without
incorporating these issues into the analysis. To obtain the new real world data in a
suitably adjusted form for analysis is thus a major difficulty for ABC researchers.
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CHAPTER VI - RESEARCH METHOD
6.1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research method that supports the
analysis conducted in the next chapter. As will be shown, chapter seven explores two
fundamental issues relating to the second condition supporting the construction of an
aggregate activity output, i.e. the condition under which the marginal cost of a unit of
cost driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost objects within a cost pool
(henceforth condition (ii)). Firstly, it is necessary to deal with the question of testing
the (non) existence of this important property of ABC. Secondly, it is worth
investigating the possibility of designing an accounting procedure that
accommodates, by some means, its non-existence. Simulations will be used as a
means for addressing these two questions.
6.2. The Comparative Advantages of Simulations
Simulations as a research method have been extensively used in management science
(e.g. Pidd, 1984). To simulate is to replicate or mimic the characteristics of a real
system or phenomenon. Depending on the characteristics of the problem,
management scientists might use simulations, direct experimentation or
mathematical modelling. Developing a direct experiment on a real system to
estimate, for example, the effect of various conditions is usually time-consuming and
expensive to put into effect. It might, however, be possible to simulate months or
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even years in a computer in order to evaluate and compare a whole range of
conditions. Distinct versions of the problem can therefore be reproduced and the
effects of different variables or policies analysed. A mathematical model might not
always satisfactorily cope with all the features of the problem. For example, it might
be necessary to impose some assumptions to make the model analytically tractable.
Thus its general applicability is reduced. Alternatively, and instead of imposing
additional assumptions on the model, simulations can be used in order to study its
properties and estimate the optimal solution.
6.3. Simulations in Cost Accounting
Accounting researchers have usually combined mathematical modelling with
simulations (Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan, 2002). The mathematical model
serves to derive the optimal solution, which is used as a benchmark. In practice,
however, the optimal solution can be expensive to implement. This may occur
because its adoption is informationally demanding. The problem is often not the
impossibility of deriving analytically the optimal solution (as in many management
science studies), but the fact that it is costly to operationalise it. Thus some sub-
optimal or heuristic solution is used. The heuristic can be an accounting method or
policy. The analytic and the heuristic solutions are then compared in order to
determine the magnitude of the economic loss that results from using a non-optimal
solution. Simulations are apposite in this context because the objective is to assess
the robustness of various accounting procedures, which are ideally used as surrogates
for the optimal solution (although not as expensive to implement as the analytic
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solution). For example, both Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan (2001) and
Burgstahler and Noreen (1997) use simulations to examine the economic loss
resulting from the use of a full-cost-based procedure in setting product prices (see
also Banker and Hansen, 2002). Banker and Potter (1993) also use simulations to
investigate the economic implications of using single cost driver systems (see also
Hwang et al, 1993).
The design of a more or less refined cost system depends on cost-benefit
considerations. At one extreme, inputs can be measured individually, i.e. we can
create a cost pool for each individual input and associate each of them with the
various products. This would permit the calculation of the true or benchmark cost of
a product. In practice, however, cost-benefit issues preclude such detailed
disaggregations. This is why the aggregation of two or more inputs in a cost pool and
the distribution of them between two or more products, using as an allocation base
the quantity of a particular input, is a common practice. Simulations are appropriate
here because the objective of the study is to determine the magnitude of the
economic loss that results from the use of a particular allocation method.
Additionally, the question of designing an accounting procedure that hypothetically
accommodates the non-existence of condition (ii) would not be possible to address,
except in rare circumstances, with real data. This is because the benchmark cost is
not usually known, which makes it impossible to compute the economic loss arising
from the use of a particular allocation method. This point constitutes the first major
justification for the use of simulations in the next chapter. A second and natural
reason is the possibility of developing controlled experiments to facilitate an
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exploration of the effects of specific variables on the performance of the proposed
accounting procedures.
6.4. Validity
Experiments in general, and simulation experiments in particular, are suitable when
the research question involves the investigation of causal relations between variables.
In these circumstances, the major advantage of developing a simulation experiment
is that it increases the internal validity of the research study. The internal validity is
defined in terms of how well researchers can exclude rival explanations for their
results (Schulz, 1999, p. 29). Increasing the internal validity reduces, however, the
external validity. The external validity should be interpreted here in the sense of the
so-called mundane realism (Schulz, 1999, p. 30, referencing Brownell, 1995). This
refers to the extent to which the experimental setting is equivalent to the real-world
setting. Experiments rarely satisfy mundane realism. For example, one important
assumption behind the construction of the simulation model in the next chapter is
that cost measurement errors are distributed independently of the quantity of each
input used by the various cost objects in a cost pool (the explanatory variables). This
serves essentially to ensure that the assumption in the classical regression model of
zero covariance between the disturbance term and the independent variables is
satisfied (otherwise the properties of the OLS estimators do not hold true). It is,
however, doubtful if this is the case in a real-world production environment. Thus
some generality in the applicability of the results is lost, that is to say the external
validity is reduced.
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6.5. Deterministic and Stochastic Simulations
Chapter four has used deterministic simulations. Chapter seven, however, will be
based on stochastic simulations. A deterministic system is one whose behaviour is
entirely predictable (Pidd, 1984, p. 17-18). In the simulation model developed in
chapter four the extent of the economic loss, defined as the difference between the
marginal and the average cost, was calculated (taking the demand as fixed) as
depending on the elasticity of each input demand with respect to output, i.e. on the
specific deterministic technology. Many systems, however, are not entirely
predictable. The simulations performed in chapter seven are based on two sorts of
stochastic elements: the demand of each product in a given period and the
technology. More precisely, the demand for each product and the quantity of each
input per unit of output are random variables.
The usual steps performed in a simulation experiment in accounting research are as
follows (Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan, 2002, p. 23-26; see also Render et al.,
2003).
1. Define the mathematical model of the problem. In chapter seven, this is the
analytic model linking product technologies, input prices and benchmark product
costs.
2. Specify parameter values (e.g. input prices). For random variables specify
probability distributions. As will be shown in the next chapter, these are the
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quantity produced of each product, the quantity of each input per unit of output
and the cost measurement error.
3. Generate one random number for each (random) variable in the model.
4. Determine the optimal solution (the benchmark product cost).
5. Determine the heuristic solutions (the cost allocated to a product under the
proposed accounting procedures).
6. Compute the difference between the optimal solution (step 4) and the heuristics
(step 5), i.e., the magnitude of the economic loss associated with each heuristic.
7. Repeat steps 3 to 6 to obtain a distribution of the economic loss of the proposed
heuristics. The analysis developed in chapter seven is based on the generation of
5000 random numbers for each variable.
8. Repeat steps 2 to 7 for alternative parameter values. For example, in chapter
seven, a scenario where the uncertainty in terms of input usage is uniform across
all inputs will be compared with a scenario where such uniformity does not hold.
These steps are followed in this study and the next chapter will give more details of
each step performed in the simulation experiment.
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CHAPTER VII - SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
7.1. Introduction
It was demonstrated in chapter three that the two necessary and sufficient conditions
supporting the construction of an aggregate activity output, and therefore constituting
the very essence of ABC, are (i) the linear homogeneity property associated with
each cost object production function and the fact that (ii) the marginal cost of a unit
of cost driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost objects within a cost pool.
While chapter four concentrated on non-linear technologies, in a context where the
activity output was an intermediate input used by the various cost objects, this
chapter assumes the verification of condition (i) so as to specifically explore the
relaxation of condition (ii). That is, a setting will be considered where cost object
technologies are linearly homogeneous but where the aggregated activity cost
function depends on more than one cost driver. This chapter develops a simulation
experiment to explore three main issues. Firstly, it addresses the issue of testing the
verification/non-verification of condition (ii). Secondly, we develop an accounting
procedure that specifically accommodates the existence of multiple cost drivers, i.e.
the non-verification of condition (ii). The simulation experiment serves to test the
robustness of the accounting procedure proposed. Finally, the simulation experiment
serves also to introduce the question of uncertainty in input usage.
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The chapter is organised into four sections. Section 7.2 specifies the model that
supports the simulation experiment developed in the sections 7.3 and 7.4. Section 7.3
is based on the assumption that the technology is deterministic, whereas section 7.4





Assume an activity that aggregates p inputs, which are separable among m products.
As was previously noted, it is assumed that product technologies are linearly
homogenous. Therefore, taking into consideration the analysis developed in chapter
three, it can be stated that the minimum cost of producing a given output implies the
following condition (see the demonstration of the Lemma in section 3.2):
(1) qj (n) = a'l j(w') x'lj (n) = ... = a'pjtw1) x'pj (n)
Where qj (n> is the quantity of product j produced in period n and x'y (n) the quantity of
input i used by the same product at activity t. The ratio x'y (n)/qj (n) = l/atjj(wt)
represents the quantity of input i used per unit of product j. If the technology is both
linearly homogenous and deterministic this ratio is a constant for a given input price
set. Condition (1) supposes this. While section 7.3 specifically assumes this structure,
section 7.4 presumes that the quantity of input i used per unit of product j is
stochastic. This reflects variations in the input usage efficiency.
7.2.2. Accounting Procedure 1 -CSt,ki,U(n)
One way of "correctly" distributing the cost of the p inputs among the m products
when activity t depends on more than one cost driver is the creation of p cost pools,
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one for each input. This corresponds to a situation where the various inputs are
measured individually. In practice, however, cost-benefit issues preclude such
detailed disaggregations. This is why some aggregation usually takes place. It will be
assumed that only one input, say input u, is measured individually. Moreover, the
total quantity of input u used by the various products at activity t will be the
allocation base to distribute the cost of the other (p - 1) inputs among the m products.
This is consistent with the practice of using, for example, direct labour hours or
machine hours as a basis to compute an (overhead) absorption rate for a cost pool.
Since the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a product is not equal for all
products within a cost pool, this implies that some product cost distortion will arise
(see Corollary 2, section 3.2). For example, the (activity) cost change when one hour
of labour (or one machine hour) is used by product j might be different from the
(activity) cost change when one hour of labour (or one machine hour) is used by
product k. That is, the hours of labour (or of machine) used by product j and the
hours of labour (or of machine) used by product k might be two different cost
drivers. To compute later the distortion arising from the use of the total quantity of a
given input as an allocation base, first define the benchmark cost of product k in
period n:
(2) C k (n) ^ i.k (n) W j




Where £*(„) is a random cost measurement error at activity t. It will be assumed that
the £'(„)'s are normally distributed with average zero and positive variance
(e'(n) ~ N(0, a2 '0)). The quantity of input i used at activity t in period n is:
(4) xtl(n) = ^miXtiJ(n)
Suppose now that the quantity of input u used at activity t in period n is the allocation
base to distribute the total cost at activity t among the m products. The cost allocated
to product k at activity t in period n is:
(5) CS1,kl,u(n) = Xlu>k (n) t n = Xlu,k (n) <t>'uA u (n)
Where (f)'u is say the overhead absorption rate when input u is the allocation base. The
way (j)lu is computed implicitly treats xluj (n) and x'Uik (n), j ^ k, as the same cost driver.
However, it is being explicitly assumed that x'uj („) and xlUjk (n) are not the same cost
driver. Therefore, some product cost distortion will result when expression (5) is
used to allocate costs. Hereafter expression (5) will be referred to as accounting
procedure one.
Most conventional accounting allocations are precisely founded on the procedure
defined in expression (5). Hwang et al (1993) assume a set of Leontief technologies
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and compute the product cost distortion as a function of (1) production technology
heterogeneity, (2) unit input costs and (3) product mix. The product cost distortion
equation they derive arises from the use of an accounting procedure equivalent to
that defined in expression (5), where each unit of input u weights exactly the same,
whether it is used by one product or by another. This accounting procedure
introduces systematic product cost distortions when the aggregated cost function at a
given activity depends on more than one cost driver.
7.2.3. Accounting Procedure 2 - CSt k2,U(n)
The question to which it is now worth directing attention concerns the possibility of
designing an accounting procedure that specifically takes into consideration the
existence of more than one cost driver. To pursue an answer to this question it is
necessary to turn back to expression (5). As noted, expression (5) implicitly assumes
that x'Uj (n) and x'Uik(n) are the same cost driver. More formally, xlUJ (n) and xlu,k (n) are
the same cost driver if and only if the following condition occurs (see Definition 1,
section 3.2):
(f.\ dC (n) _ dC (p)
dx'uj (n) Sx'u.kCn)'
Expression (6) signifies that the cost change at activity t when input u increases one
unit is the same whether it is used by product j or by product k. Given condition (1),
the cost minimization input-output relationships, the cost change at activity t in
period n when one unit of input u is used by product k is:
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/n\ (n) <^C i (n) \-i dx'j.k (n) t a u,k(w) t it<7) Sx'„,k(ni= axVk („) " 2J-1 dx'„ik („,w 1 " Zf., a^ktw') ' ~ ^ u'k
Condition (6) takes place automatically V u (inputs) and V j ^ k (cost objects) when
cost object technologies are identical1. However, even when cost object technologies
are not identical condition (6) might still occur for some inputs . If condition (6) is
verified in the case of input u and for V j ^ k then the aggregate measure xlu (n)
corresponds in fact to the sum of different quantities of the same cost driver. In this
case, if input u is used as the allocation base, accounting procedure one does not
distort the distribution of the total cost at activity t among the various products. Thus
the following result can be established:
(8) If condition (6) takes place for input u and for V j ^ k then:
f~~\ ci t,k /^t
l,u (n) ^ k (n)
That is, the cost allocated to product k under accounting procedure one equals its
benchmark cost.
Proof:
1 This is because when cost object technologies are identical all the products use the same input mix.
a'u .(w1) k(w')
That is, ,M'') k = tM' ) k' V i, u (inputs) and V j ^ k (cost objects) (see section 3.2).
a ij(w) a i,k(W )
7 , a'uiw') a'u.k(w') ^ a'u.i(w') , atu.k(w') ,Since even when t . k * t / u we might still have > P t . t: w, = > P , , K w,,cfjlw1) a\k(w) 5 Z^i=i a jj(w) aj.^w')
j * k. This point will be explored in sub-section 7.4.4.
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First suppose that there are no cost measurement errors and the technology is
deterministic. Condition (7) implies that CV („) = ^P_j xVk(n) w'i = xlu>k(n) <t>'u,k- From
expression (5) we have:
, c^_ , , Ig,
k-o l,u(n) XUik(n) t Xu>k(n) t x u,k (n) tX u (") Z*L j uJ ln) 2jj= l uJ (n)
If condition (6) takes place for input u and for V j ^ k then <t>'u,j = (jt'ujk=
f«&=1 4w tTherefore, CS I u (n) — X u k (n) t — X u k (n) ^ u?k — ^ P * X i k (n) W j — C k (n)»
L™iXuJ(n) 1=1
■
To sum up, even when cost object technologies are not identical (i.e. even when the
different products use different input mixes), result (8) opens the possibility of
having no cost distortions when input u is used as the allocation base3. Note that the
demonstration of result (8) is similar to the demonstration of the sufficiency of the
Proposition in section 3.2.
The question on which we should now focus concerns the case where input u is the
allocation base but where 3 j ^ k such that (j)'u,j it (j/^k. In this situation, accounting
procedure one introduces systematic product cost distortions. To propose an
accounting procedure that takes into account the fact that cj>lu,j ^ (j/u,k consider that
based on a time-series regression of n = 1, ..., N observations the following model is
estimated:
3 This point will be illustrated in sub-section 7.4.4.
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(9) C (n) s + J <i> U)j X uj (n) + e (n)
As already defined, C'(n) is the total cost at activity t while El(n) is a cost measurement
error. Assume now that the structure generating the N observations is still the same
in period (N+l). This amounts to saying that the input price set and the state of
technology in period (N+l) are the same that generated the n=l,...,N
observations4. Let us then define the following accounting procedure:
(1 0) CSt,k2,u (n) = x'u.k (n) ^'u.k a ^ = x'u>k (n) <t>'u,k ^-'(n)
A
where ())tu,J is the estimator of the parameter (J)'^ in model (9). The essence of
expression (10), henceforth designated accounting procedure two, is the monetary
homogenisation of each unit of input u. That is, each unit of input u weights
differently, depending on the product that uses it. The weights are exactly the
estimated cost change at activity t when one unit of input u is used by cost object j
A
(<))'„,j). The rationality behind expression (10) can be fully explored if we imagine a
situation where there are (i) no cost measurement errors and (ii) the technology is
deterministic. Under these circumstances we have:
4
In conformity with previous assumptions, the random measurement error in period (N+I) is
normally distributed with average zero and variance a2 'E.
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(11) CSt'k2.,u(n) = Ctk(n)
c'
Where CSt,k2»;U(n) = tji'u.k Vm a'"1 Yt
2_!j=i 9uj Xuj (n)
Proof:
Note first that given (i) and (ii) we have Cl(n) -
SjHj''''''x This signifies that the total cost at activity t, 0%), is equal to the
sum of m separable and deterministic effects, each of which are equal to
Ck(n) = x^k(n) w'i = (ji'u.k x'u,k(n) • This implies the following:
Zf=, ZSl xtiJ(n)wti £f. X'i,k (n) wti/^rit,k I ' J 1 1 I t /~yiEb 2*,u (n) - yn t t t X u>k (n) — t_/ k (n)- ■> P
, Xij(n)Wi Xu,k(n)'d\— 1 t
Hi yT~7^ XuJ(n)J 1 X Uj (n)
Thus, in an "ideal world", accounting procedure two "correctly" distributes the total
cost at activity t among the various products. This is because in equation (9) the
independent variables, xlUj (n), fully explain the dependent variable, Cl(n)- In a more
realistic situation, when there are cost measurement errors and the technology is
stochastic, accounting procedure two introduces some product cost distortion. Even
though, it is expected that it produces better product cost estimates than accounting
procedure one, specially when the aggregated activity cost function depends on more
than one cost driver. This point will be analysed in the next two sections.
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7.2.4. Accounting Procedure 3 - CSt k3,u (n)
Accounting procedure two ensures that the total cost at activity t in period n
(including some cost measurement error) is allocated among the m products.
Alternatively, if a standard costing system is used, the cost allocated to product k is
(hereafter designed accounting procedure three):
In this case, the difference between the actual cost (AC) and the standard cost (SC) is
not distributed among the various products:
In the absence of input price changes and cost measurement errors, expression (13)
might be interpreted as an efficiency variance in the input utilization. That is,
expression (13) reflects the stochastic attribute of technology.
7.2.5. Testing the Existence of a Single Cost Driver
Equation (9) can be used to test the hypothesis of the existence of a single cost driver
at activity t. Specifically, we want to test the hypotheses:
(13)
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Ho- (j) u>j ^ u>k 01" u>j ^ u>k 0
H]. (j) U5j ^ u>k Of (}> ujj 4* U'k ^ 0
That is to say, we want to test if the two slope coefficients (j)1^ and tjf^k are equal.
Under the classical assumptions, it can be shown that the statistic:
follows the t distribution with n - (m + 1) degrees of freedom, where n is the number
of observations and (m+ 1) the number of parameters estimated (Gujarati, 1988,
p. 227). Note that (m - 1) tests have to be performed. If, at least for one of these
tests, the null hypothesis is rejected we can conclude that activity t depends on more
than one cost driver. Note also that if the null hypothesis is not rejected we cannot
conclude that all cost object technologies are identical. That is, although it is true that
when product technologies are identical (as well as linearly homogeneous) the
marginal cost corresponding to a unit of input u used by a product is equal for all
products, the contrary is not true (see section 3.2). Thus, if the null hypothesis is not
rejected, we can only conclude that, statistically speaking, the cost change when the
usage of input u increases one unit is the same whether it is used by one or another






At this point one potentially problematic aspect should be observed. In practice, there
might be problems in estimating equation (9), particularly when the output mix is
relatively constant from one period to another. This is a serious problem when the
objective is obtaining reliable estimates of the parameters because with
multicollinearity the standard errors of the estimators increase significantly (Gujarati,
1988, p. 283-309). Unfortunately, this is likely to happen in practice, particularly in
organizations that produce a stable output mix. Given our purposes, this makes the
second and third accounting procedures difficult to use with some credibility. If the
output mix is correlated, only the following model can be estimated:
(14) Cl(n) - 5l + <j)lu x'u (n) + s\n)
Equation (14) introduces, however, a specification error, unless (j)'^ = cji'u, V j, case in
which specifications (9) and (14) are equivalent (that is, result (8) takes place). From
the theory of aggregation bias (Maddala, 1977, p. 207-217), the specification error
can be calculated if we compute the regression coefficients of the variables xluj (n) on
the variable xlu („):
(15) X uj (n) — a UJ X u (n) + y UJ (n)
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The disturbance terms y'uj (n) are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed, with zero mean and constant variance. Substituting expression (15) into
expression (9), we obtain:
(16) C(n) 5 + y.j11 J U;j (a uj x U (n) Y uj (n)) £ (n)
— 5 + X u (n) y™ ^ <() u,j S uj + y»n1 <j) u,j Y uj (n) + £ (n)
A A
If (jj'u is the estimator of <))'„ then E((j)'u) = <t>u,j aluj. This signifies that the
A
expected value of (j)'u is a weighted average of the parameters (j/^. Moreover, noting
that Xu(n) = ym X uj (n) = ymi (a uj X u (n) + Y uj (n)) = X u (n) } a uj + j Y uj (n),
the sum of weights, aluj, equals 1 and the sum of disturbance terms,
SjUl Y uj (n), equals 0. To sum up, equation (14) is in line with accounting procedure
one, as it treats in the same way any unit of input u, whether it is used by one or
another product. That is to say, it implicitly assumes the existence of a single cost
driver. It thus introduces a specification error when the aggregated cost function at a




For simulation purposes, consider an activity that aggregates three inputs, which are
used by three products. The simulation study undertaken in this section assumes a
deterministic technology and the existence of cost measurement errors. The analysis
is based on the generation of 5000 random numbers for each variable.
It is assumed that the output of product j in period n is uniformly distributed, i.e.
qj(n)~U(aj, bj). The random number generation process follows two steps. Firstly,
the random number generator of Excel is used to generate 5000 random numbers
when aj = 0 and bj = 1. Secondly, the output of product j is determined through the
expression qj (n) = aj + U(0, 1) (bj - aj). That is to say, the random numbers generated
on the interval [0, 1] are converted into random numbers on the interval [aj, bj]. All
simulations performed in this and in the next section presuppose that
qj (n) — U( 1, 20), j = 1,2,3. Thus the output of each product in a given period is
uniformly distributed between 1 and 20.
Under the assumption of deterministic technology, the quantity of input i used per
unit of product j at activity t in period n is constant for a given input price set. That
is, x'ij (n)/qj (n) = l/a'ij(wt). The specific parameters assumed are as follows:
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Table 1 - Parameters 1/ati,j(wt)
l/oc'j.iCw') 1^2 j_z_3
i = 1 400 300 300
i = 2 500 200 800
i = 3 600 100 400
Observe that while product 1 uses relatively more of input 3, product 2 uses
relatively more of input 1 and product 3 uses relatively more of input 2. Thus the
three products use the three inputs in distinct manners. Finally, it is assumed that the
input price set is wl = (w'i, wl2, wl3) = (£1, £1, £1).
Sub-section 7.3.2 assumes a deterministic technology and the absence of cost
measurement errors, implying that the relationship between activity costs and cost
drivers is perfect. In sub-section 7.3.3, however, the existence of cost measurement
errors will be introduced. Specifically, it will be assumed that the cost measurement
error 8%) is normally distributed with average zero and standard deviation equal to
3750 (et(I1) ~ N(0, 3750 2)). This value corresponds approximately to 10% of the
expected value of the cost at activity t in period n . The random number generation
process follows again two steps. Firstly, the random number generator of Excel is
used to generate 5000 random numbers assuming the standardized normal
distribution (zl(n) ~ N(0, 1)). Secondly, the e'^'s are determined through the
expression 8%) = 3750
3750 = 10% E(C'(n)), where
y3 y3 ai + bj wj_Zjj=i Aji=i 2 a'ij(w




7.3.2. Absence of Cost Measurement Errors
The case analysed here assumes that the technology is deterministic and that there
are no cost measurement errors. Under these circumstances, the marginal cost of a
unit of a cost driver used by the various products (henceforth designated as product
cost driver rates) can be computed directly from Table 1 and the input price vector w'
= (£1, £1, £1). Table 2 shows the calculations.
Table 2 - Product Cost Driver Rates*
Panel A: Allocation Base: Input 1
lt a\ ,(w') , 400 x £1 + 500 x £1 + 600 x £1
<t> >'» = Ih aV.Cw') W'= 400 = £3'75
,, a', ?(w') , 300 x £ ] + 200 x £ 1 + 100 x £ 1
300 -£2.°°
,t a'ntw') , 300 x £1 + 800 x £1 + 400 x £1
^'»3=Zf=1^gP)wi= 300 =£5'°°
Panel B: Allocation Base: Input 2
It rx, a',.i(wl) , 400 X £1 + 500 X £1 + 600 X £1
<t>5>' =2i,57£/)W| = -°-00
,t aVo(w') , 300 x £1 + 200 x £1 + 100 x £1
* 2'2 = Zf=i a, 2(wt) w, = 200 = £3'°°
,, aWw') , 300 x£l +800 x £1+400 x£l
(l)2.3 = Zf=1^g^W.= 800 = £1,875
Panel C: Allocation Base: Input 3
,t a\ i(w') , 400 x £1 + 500 x £1 + 600 x £1
*3 .l=Zf-1<5^Wi= 600 =£2'50
,t ^ a\7(W) , 300 x £1 + 200 x £1 + 100 x £1
^3,2 = Z?=1^^wi= 100 =£6'°°
lt ohTw') , 300 x £1 + 800 x £1 + 400 x £1
400
* See expression (7), sub-section 7.2.3.
It is obvious that when the technology is deterministic and there are no cost
measurement errors the only uncertainty in the estimation of the linear regression
model (9) introduced in sub-section 7.2.3 is caused by round-off errors. In this case,
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the OLS method would "correctly" estimate the various parameters i.e.
A A
<t>u,j = so implying that (j)1^ xluJ (n) = C j (n) = 2_^=[ x U (n) wj. Of course, we would
have to assume that the output mix was not correlated, so the OLS method could
identify the separable effect of each independent variable on the dependent variable.
In fact, the existence of some correlation between the output of the various products
A
would preclude the possibility of obtaining reliable estimators of as a
multicollinariety problem would arise (see sub-section 7.2.6).
7.3.3. Existence of Cost Measurement Errors
The case analysed in this sub-section still assumes that the technology is
deterministic, but introduces the existence of cost measurement errors, which are
normally distributed with average zero and standard deviation equal to 3750
(s'(n) ~ N(0,3750 2)). As was observed, the simulation study is based on the
generation of 5000 random numbers for each variable (the qj (n)'s and £%))• The
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) results for model I are presented in the following
table3:
3 Model I corresponds exactly to equation (9) introduced in sub-section 7.2.3.
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Table 3 - Deterministic Technology and Existence of Cost Measurement
Errors
Model I: C\n) = 5l + £3=j^ xluJ (n)
Independent Input
Variables u= 1 u = 2 u = 3
Intercept -164,89 -164,89 -164,89
(0,3745) (0,3745) (0,3745)
X u,l (n) 3,76 3,01 2,51
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
X u,2 (n) 2,04 3,06 6,13
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
X u,3 (n) 4,98 1,86 3,74
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
Adjusted R2 0,91 0,91 0,91
Prob.(F-Statistic) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
Significance levels in parenthesis
The fact that the cost measurement error z\n) is by construction independent of the
x'ujoi/s explains why the estimators tj/^j are not statistically different from the
non-stochastic counterparts (see previous sub-section)4. Thus we obtain reliable
estimators of the parameters (t>lu,j. As will be shown in the next section, this is
essential to the performance of accounting procedures two and three.
The preceding analysis suggests that, at least when the technology is deterministic,
the third accounting procedure performs better than the second procedure. This is
because in the case of the second procedure the cost allocated among the various
products at activity t is not the benchmark cost but the benchmark cost plus some
... . (J)1,, i (Table 3) - <t>'„ i (Table 2)
A t test shows precisely that, where t = ^—— •
a(<t>'uJ (Table 3))
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cost measurement error5. As was noted, the t^j's in table 3 are not statistically
different from the case when there are no cost measurement errors (sub-section
7.3.2), which, as observed in the last sub-section, are approximately equal to the
, A
4> u,j's. Therefore, CS1' 3>U(„) = (j)1^ xluj (n) = Clj (n). That is, the cost allocated to product
j is approximately equal to its benchmark cost.
Finally, it is necessary to interpret of the intercept in model I. Given the assumptions
of the model, the intercept should not be different from zero. The fact that it is
different from zero reflects the inability of the linear regression model to explain the
cost measurement error. In other words, no independent variable can explain the cost
measurement error. There is also an explanation for the fact that the intercepts of the
three regressions are equal. This is because product technologies are deterministic6
and the three regressions are based on the same sample, i.e. the random measurement
error is exactly the same in the three cases.
Table 4 presents an example of product cost calculation under the three accounting
procedures. Information concerning benchmark costs is also provided. The vector of
final good outputs is (qi (n), q2 (n), q3 (n)) = (11, 15,9). The activity cost is
C'(n) = £41 000, which is equal to the benchmark cost (£39 000) plus the cost
measurement error (£2 000). Input 1 is used a basis for allocating activity costs
5 Note that, in practice, the benchmark cost is not known, but only the benchmark cost plus some cost
measurement error.
6 Which implies that the input usage correlations (between x'ij (n) and x'2j <■„), x'ij (n) and x'3j (n) or x'2j(n)
and x'3j (n)) are perfect.
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(under the three accounting procedures). The percentage cost error of each product7
is the criterion used to compare the performance of the three accounting procedures.
Table 4 - Product Costs
Panel A: Benchmark Costs *
w •
C'i („) = q1(„)Y3_ ■ = 11 x (400 x £1 + 500 x £1 + 600 x £1) = £16 500'l-l ot i,i(W )
w*-
Ct2(n) = q2(n)y3 ~iVT = 15 x (300 X £ 1 + 200 x £ 1 + 100 x £ 1) = £9 000
—'1= 1 Ct i,2Vw j
C'3 (n) = q3 (n) y3=i a'W('w')= 9 x(300 x£1 + 800 x £1 + 400 x £1) = £13 500
Panel B: CS''ki.u(n) **■ ***
X 1 j (n) — „< x'l,l (n) — 1 1 x 400, x'i2 (n) — 1 5 X 300, x'i3 (n) - 9 X 300„t 9ifn)a'ij(w')'
x'l („) = 4 400 + 4 500 + 2 700 = 11 600
_ck_£4iooo_
•P 1 <»> " x1, (n)" 11 600 ~~ £3'53
CSuljl(n) = (t>ti(n)x,1,l(n) = £3,53 x 4 400 = £15 532 (+5,86%)
CS1'2!,, (n) = <j)'i (n) x', 2 („, = £3,53 x 4 500 = £15 885 (- 76,50%)
CS''3|,Hn) = (|)'i(n)xt1,3(n) = £3,53 x 2 700= £9 531 (+29,40%)
Panel C: CS''k2.u(nl **■ ***
A
X3=1 ^'l j x'u (n) = 3,76 X 4 400 + 2,04 x 4 500 + 4,98 x 2 700 = £39 170
= ^ £41 000 _ , n "
(")
t £39 170 1,U3
Ljt, <f> lJXU(n)
A
CSU2,, (n) = X\n) <j)'i,i x'l,! (n) = 1,05 X £3,76 x 4 400 = £17 371 (- 5,27%)
A
CSU2,1 (n) = X\n) ())',,2 x',,2(n) = 1,05 X £2,04 x 4 500 = £9 639 (- 7,10%)
A
CSU2,1 ,„1 = X\n) (j)'i,2x'i,2(n)= 1,05 X £4,98 X 2 700 = £14 118 (-4,58%)
Panel D: CS''k3,M(1)**'***
CS'-'j.i (n) = X1,., (n) = £3,76 X 4 400 = £16 544 (- 0,26%)
A
CS*'23,1 (n) = x',,2 (n) = £2,04 X 4 500 = £9 180 (- 2,00%)
A
CS''\i fni = «|)'i.2 x'],2^ = £4,98 X 2 700 = £13 446 (+ 0,40%)
* l/a'jj (see Table 1); (w'i, w'2, w'3) = (£1, £1, £1)




Table 4 shows that accounting procedure three (Panel D) performs relatively better
than accounting procedure two (Panel C), while this performs significantly better





Again consider an activity that aggregates three inputs, which are used by three
products. The output of product j in period n is yet uniformly distributed between 1
and 20 (qj(„) ~ U(l, 20)). It will also be supposed that the cost measurement error at
activity t is normally distributed with average zero and standard deviation equal to
3750 (s'(n) ~ N(0, 3750 2)). The technology, however, is now stochastic. Specifically,
the quantity of input i used per unit of product j at activity t in period n is normally
distributed with average p'.j and variance a2 ';j (rc'jj (n) ~ cj2 'jj)). There is
support in the management accounting literature for this construction. Consider the
case of standard costing. The existence of a positive (negative) material usage
variance, when standard and actual usages are compared, is no more than the
manifestation of the stochastic attribute of the technology. Given that the normal
distribution is symmetric the probability of having a positive variance is equal to the
probability of having a negative variance. The random numbers for the variable
rt'ij (n) are generated using a similar approach to that described in the previous section
for the variables q, (n) and 8%).
Sub-section 7.4.2 assumes that the cr'ij's are equal to 10% of the p'ij's. Sub-section
7.4.3 supposes that the standard deviation of input 1 is 20% of the average, while the
standard deviations of input 2 and 3 are 5% of the corresponding averages. Finally,
sub-section 7.4.4 addresses some particular issues arising when product technologies
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are heterogeneous but where it is possible to express the aggregated activity cost
function as depending on only one cost driver (see result (8), p. 113).
7.4.2. Uniform Uncertainty in Input Usage
The parameters of the distributions of n'.j (n) are presented in table 1:
Table 1 - Parameters p'y and ct'ij
J = 1 j=2 J = 3
1A1 tf'i.2 MT3 CT i.3
i = 1 400 40 300 30 300 30
i = 2 500 50 200 20 800 80
i = 3 600 60 100 10 400 40
The analysis developed in this and in the next two sub-sections proceeds as follows.
Firstly, based on the generation of a first set of 5000 random numbers for the
variables qj (n), x'ijoi) and £'(„), models I and II are estimated (see sub-section 7.3.2).
A
Secondly, the estimators (jfuj are used to define the second and third accounting
procedures. Finally, a second set of 5000 random numbers for the same variables is
generated so as to evaluate the performance of the three accounting procedures.
As observed in the previous section, when (i) the technology is deterministic, (ii) the
cost measurement error at activity t, e'(n), is not correlated with the independent
variables, x'uj (n), and (iii) the independent variables are also not correlated with one
another, the third accounting procedure produces better product cost estimates than
the second procedure. The efficiency of the estimators ((fuj together with the fact that
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the second procedure allocates among the various products not only the benchmark
cost at activity t but also the cost measurement error e\n) explain this result. However,
this result cannot be extended to the case of stochastic technology, since the variance
A
of the estimators (fj'uj in this later case will be higher than when the technology is
deterministic. That is, it will be the magnitude of the cost measurement error s1^)
A
together with the major or minor efficiency of the estimators (ji'uj that determine if
CS1' 3,u (n) (third accounting procedure) produces or not better product cost estimates
than CSt,k2,u(n) (second accounting procedure). More specifically, under the third
A
accounting procedure the cost of product k is overcosted (undercosted) if (jf^k > tji'u.k
A
(^Vk < <t>lu,k)- Under the second accounting procedure the cost measurement error s\n)
overcosts (undercosts) the cost of product k if e\n) > 0 (8%) < 0). Similarly, the
A A A
estimator t^k overcosts (undercosts) the cost of product k if (j/^k > tjf^k (tji'u.k < 4>tu,k)
A
(but the fact that (jfuj ^ tji'uj, j ^ k, also distorts the cost of product k under accounting
procedure two). Together, these errors determine if the cost of product k is
overcosted or undercosted. However, the fact that we might have errors of opposite
signs when accounting procedure two is selected1 implies that nothing can guarantee
that the product cost error under accounting procedure three is lower than the product
cost error under accounting procedure two.
A
' For example, e'(n) > 0 overcosts the cost of product k while (f)'^ < (t>'u,k undercosts the cost of the same
product. That is, these two errors are of opposite signs.
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The estimation results for models I and II2 and for the first set of 5000 random
numbers are presented in table 2:
Table 2 - Estimation Results a
Model I: C\n) 8 + ^ uj X uj (n) ModelII:Ct(n) = 8t + ituxtu(n)
Independent Input Independent Input
Variables u=l u=2 u=3 Variable u=l u = 2 u = 3
Intercept 1 597,12 949,81 1 237,55 Intercept 1 466,15 3 565,47 4 829,24
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
X u,l (n) 3,57 2,89 2,42 xlu(n) 3,45 2,17 2,86
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
X u,2 (n) 1,87 2,86 5,64 Adjusted R2 0,79 0,85 0,83
X u,3 (n)
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) Prob.(F-Statistic) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
4,84 1,86 3,67
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
Adjusted R2 0,87 0,89 0,88
Prob.(F-Statistic) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
= ^'u,i b 0,0001 0,5953 0,0001
- ^u.l b 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
a
Significance levels in parenthesis
Significance levels for the test of equality of two regression coefficients
The cost distortion of product k when accounting procedure h is selected and input u
is the allocation base is:
Ct y~lQt,kk fn) ~ *-i-> h.u tnt
t1h,u (n)— rt
Where C'k (n> is the benchmark cost of product k and CSt,kh,u (n) the cost allocated to
product k (see section 7.2).
2 Note that models I and II correspond exactly to equations (9) and (14) introduced in the previous
section.
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In order to evaluate the ESt,kh,U(n)'s a second set of 5000 random numbers is
generated. However, and as noted, CSt,kh>u(n), h = 2, 3 (and ESt,kh,u(n) as well), is still
A
based on the estimators cjj'uj for the first set of random numbers. A t-test shows that
A
the estimators <J)tuj for the second set of random numbers are not statistically different
from those obtained in the first set.
In addition to analysing each cost distortion measure individually, the different
measures are compared. This comparison is undertaken in two ways. Firstly, given
the accounting procedure selected, the relative performance of using one and another
input as the allocation base are compared. Secondly, given the input used as the
allocation base, the relative performances of the three accounting procedures are
compared.
Given both the sample size and the Central Limit Theorem, the sample mean
A
p(ESl\U(n)) is approximately normally distributed. Therefore, a t-test for the equality
of two means is used to compare the various cost distortion measures.
Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics (sample mean and sample standard
deviation) as well as the significance levels for the test of equality of two means.
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Table 3 - Descriptive Statistics (ESt kh,u (n>) and Hypothesis Testing
ccU
illo ] ] Ej ] 2 EO k3
cckk115 2.1 115 2.2 £5 2.3































H0: p(ES,'21,1(n)) = p(ESt'21,2(n))c
H0: p(ES,'2U(n)) = p(ESt'21,3(n))c
































sample mean; sample standard deviation
c
significance levels for the test of equality of two means (two-sided),
M- (ES''kh,i fnl) - M- (ES''k„,u fnQ
(e.g. Hogg and Tanis, 2001, p. 453-459)
'
ia/2 VM 1 i>2 — *■)
-it.k(N, - 1) (j (ES h.j („)) + (N2 - 1) a (ES p,
v N, + N, - 2
iLUlll
It was shown in sub-section 7.2.2 that accounting procedure one implicitly assumes
that xluj(n) and xlu,k(n) are the same cost driver, i.e. the cost change when the quantity
of input u increases one unit is the same whatever is the product that uses it.
Given the estimation results presented in table 2, it can be concluded that,
statistically speaking, xluj (n) and x'U)k („), j ^ k, are not the same cost driver. Note that
although in the case of input 2 the null hypothesis for the test of equality of two
regression coefficients is not rejected when product 1 and product 2 are compared, it
is rejected when product 1 and product 3 (or product 2 and product 3) are compared.
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Therefore, whichever input is used as an allocation base, the first accounting
procedure introduces significant product cost distortions. This is patent in the first
three columns of table 3. For example, if input 2 is used as the allocation base, the
average product cost distortion is around + 20% for products 1 and 2 (both are
undercosted) whereas the average product cost distortion for product 3 is
A A
approximately - 30% (it is overcosted). The fact that (j>2j > cj)2 when j = 1, 2 but
A /\ /v
^'2,3 < fa explains that (see table 2) . That is, the average cost driver rate (j)^ is lower
than the "true cost driver rate" of products 1 and 2, but higher than the "true cost
driver rate" of product 3.
Comparing accounting procedures one and two, it is possible to observe that the
second procedure produces better product cost estimates than the first procedure.
While |a(ESt,k2,u (n)) varies from -0,03% to +2,22%, p(ESt,ki,U(n)) varies from
- 80,67% to +29,60%. The fact that CSt,k2>u(n) accommodates the existence of
multiple cost drivers, but CSt,k|,U(n) does not, explains the accuracy of the product
cost estimates under the second accounting procedure.
Another interesting feature is that under the second and third accounting procedures
choosing input i or input u as the allocation base does not introduce major product
cost distortion differences. For example, under the second procedure the various
A
k A k A t k
average product cost distortions (u(ES1' 2,1 (n)X u(ES1' 2,2 (n)) and p(ES1' 2,3 (n))) are not
3 Note that model II is in line with accounting procedure 1 (see sub-section 7.2.6).
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statistically different at a significance level of 4%4. The reason behind this result will
be explored in the next sub-section.
Finally, it is also interesting to compare the standard deviation of the ESt,kh,U(n)'s.
Overall, the estimated standard deviation of ESt,k2,U(n) is lower than ES1' i,u(n), but
higher than ES1'1^ („). Thus the second procedure not only produces better product
cost estimates than the first procedure but also reduces the variability of the
estimates. Lastly, the fact that the cost allocated to product k under the third
A
procedure depends only on (j)lu,k (and xlu,k (n) as well), but not on the total cost at
A
activity t, which includes the cost measurement error e'(n) (and not on the (j^uj's, j ^ k>
as in the case of accounting procedure two), explains why the standard deviation of
ESt,k3>u (n) is lower than the standard deviation of ESt,k2,u (n) (see table 3).
7.4.3. Non-Uniform Uncertainty in Input Usage
The scenario explored in this sub-section is similar to that of the last sub-section. The
only difference concerns the parameters of the distribution of the variable n)j (n),
which are presented in the following table:
A
4
Except in the case of product 1 and when input 2 is used as the allocation base p(ESt'l2,2(n))-
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Table 4 - Parameters n'y and c^y
j=l j = 2 j = 3
IAI Cf'i.l 1A2 ^,2 O'i.3 c'i.3
i = 1 400 80 300 60 300 60
i = 2 500 25 200 10 800 40
i = 3 600 30 100 5 400 20
Observe that the p'y's are still equal to those assumed in the previous sub-section.
This is not the case with the a'g's. While the cry's in the last sub-section are all
equal to 10% of the p'y's, now a'y is 20% of p'y in the case of input 1 but 5% in the
case of inputs 2 and 3. It was concluded in the last sub-section that when the second
and third procedures are used, selecting input i or input u as the allocation base does
not produce significant differences in terms of product cost distortion. The fact that
the various a'y's are equal to 10% of the p'y's explains this result. Conversely, when
the uncertainty in terms of input usage is not uniform across all inputs, choosing one
or another input as the allocation base might not be indifferent. The specific purpose
of this sub-section is to explore this issue.
As in the previous sub-section, based on a first set of 5000 random numbers models I
and II are estimated. The following table presents the results:
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Table 5 - Estimation Results a
Model I: C\n) 8 + y i ^ <(> uj X uj (n) Model II: C'(n) = 5l + <j)tuxtu(n)
Independent Input Independent Input
Variables u=l u = 2 u = 3 Variable u=l u = 2 u = 3
Intercept 184,64 539,06 572,83 Intercept 4 239,44 3 144,31 4 340,51
X u,l (n)
(0,0001)(0,0067) (0,0047) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
3,33 2,94 2,45 x'u (n) 3,20 2,20 2,89
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
X u,2 (n) 1,88 2,99 5,96 Adjusted R2 0,77 0,85 0,84
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) Prob.(F-Statistic) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
X u,3 (n) 4,36 1,85 3,69
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
Adjusted R2 0,83 0,89 0,88
Prob.(F-Statistic) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
H0:c()tu,2 = (|)tu>ib 0,0001 0,3827 0,0001
Mt'uj = 4)'u.ib 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
a
Significance levels in parenthesis
Significance levels for the test of equality of two regression coefficients
Similarly, based on a second set of 5000 random numbers, the variable ESt,kh,U(n) is
evaluated. Table 6 presents the descriptive statistics (sample mean and sample
standard deviation) as well as the significance levels for the test of equality of two
means.
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Table 6 - Descriptive Statistics (ESt,khjU (n)) and Hypothesis Testing


































P(ES''\i („>) = p(ES''\2 (n))c
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H0: p(ES,,3|,1(n)) = p(ES'\2(n))c
H0: p(ES,'3i,1(n)) = p(ES,'31,3(n))c










sample mean; sample standard deviation
c
significance levels for the test of equality of two means (two-sided)
In contrast with the case analysed in the previous sub-section, it is not now
indifferent using one or another input as an allocation base. Under the second and
third accounting procedures, the average product cost distortions are statistically
lower when input 2 or 3 is the allocation base5. To understand why first note that
when input u is the allocation base it is in fact being used to estimate the usage of the
other two inputs. Now observe that when the technology is deterministic, x'ij (n),
xl2j(n) and xl3j(n) are perfectly correlated. At the same time, in the case of the
previous sub-section, all correlations are approximately equal to 0,95. That is, all
correlations are similar (although not being perfect, as in the case of deterministic
technology). This is why using one or another input as a basis for allocating the total
5
Except in the case of product 1 and under the second accounting procedure.
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cost of the three inputs does not produce major product cost differences. Moreover,
this only occurs because the uncertainty in input usage is similar for the three inputs
(see table 1, sub-section 7.4.2). In the case presented in this sub-section, however, the
correlations between the various inputs are not similar. The fact that the uncertainty
in terms of input usage is higher in the case of input 1 than in the case of input 2 or 3
(while the standard deviations of these two are similar - see table 4) implies that the
correlation between xl2j(n) and x^jOi) is higher than the correlation between x'ij (n)
and xl2j (n) (or xS j (n) and x^j („)). The following table shows precisely this.
Table 7 - Input Usage Correlations
X 1,1 (n) x 3,1 (n) X 1,2 (n) x'3,2 (n) x 1,3 (n) Xl3,3 (n)




- - - -








x\,2 (n) 1,0000 0,9131
(0,0001)
" ~




xtl,3 (n) - " " - 1,0000 0,9145
(0,0001)
* Significance levels in parenthesis, i -2 ~ t^ (N - 2)
V i-p
(e.g. Hogg and Tanis, 2001, p. 515-519)
Therefore, under the second and third accounting procedures, if input 2 (input 3) is
used as the allocation base input 3 (input 2) is reasonably well distributed among the
various products, at least comparing with input 1. This, together with the fact that
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input 2 and 3 represent more than 50% of the total cost of any product (see table 4),
explains why it is advantageous to use input 2 (or input 3) as an allocation base.
The preceding analysis suggests that when the uncertainty in the input utilization is
not uniform across all inputs and the inputs characterized by a lower uncertainty of
usage account for a significant proportion of the total cost, it is advantageous to
choose as the allocation base one input with low variance of usage.
7.4.4. Case of Equivalence between CSt kiiU(n) and CSt,k2>U(n)
This sub-section explores a case where, although product technologies are
heterogeneous, using the first accounting procedure might not introduce, at least
when one particular input is used as the allocation base, major product cost
distortions. In other words, a situation compatible with result (8) of sub-section 7.2.3
is analysed. The parameters of the distribution of the variable Tc'jj („> are as follows:
Table 8 - Parameters p'ij and a'jj
j=l j = 2 j = 3
oVi cr'i.i P i,2 tf'i.2 P i,3 <^1.3
i = 1 400 40 300 30 300 30
i = 2 500 50 200 20 350 35
i = 3 600 60 100 10 400 40
The parameters in table 8 are sill the same as those assumed in the sub-section 7.4.2,
except in the case of pl2,3 (and a^). All the ay's are yet 10% of the p\i's. The
parameter pl2,3 has been intentionally changed from 800 to 350 so as to reproduce a
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situation where if input 2 is used as the allocation base the first accounting procedure
performs as good as the second accounting procedure (although the three products do
not use the same input mix).
As before, models I and II are estimated. The estimation results for the first set of
5000 random numbers are as follows:
Table 9 - Estimation Results a
Model I: C^,) 8 + j ^ uo x uo (") Model II: C\n) = 5l + Jlu x'u (n)
Independent Input Independent Input
Variables u = 1 u = 2 u = 3 Variable u=l u=2 u=3









x u,2 (n) 1,94 2,88 5,69 Adjusted R2 0,81 0,86 0,84
x u,3 (n)
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001) Prob.(F-Statistic) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
3,41 2,89 2,59
(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0001)
Adjusted R2 0,86 0,86 0,86
Prob.(F-Statistic) 0,0001 0,0001 0,0001
Ho: <t>'u,2 = fjl'u.i b 0,0001 0,2171 0,0001
H0: ^tu.3 = <l>tu.1b 0,0001 0,1042 0,0001
a
Significance levels in parenthesis
Significance levels for the test of equality of two regression coefficients
Observe that when input 2 is used as the allocation base the parameters <(>2,1, (^2,2 and
((>2,3 are not statistically different. Consequently, models I and II have the same
explanatory power, as can be concluded by the fact that both have an adjusted R2 of
86%. That is, in this particular case, xl2,i (n), ^2,2 (n), xl2,3 (n) are in fact different
quantities of the same cost driver. Therefore, they can simply be added together
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without introducing significant product cost distortions. If input 2 is then used as the
allocation base, the first and second accounting procedures produce similar results.
Table 10 presents the descriptive statistics (sample mean and sample standard
deviation) as well as the significance levels for the test of equality of two means.
Table 10 - Descriptive Statistics (ESt kh,u(n)) and Hypothesis Testing
cpt,k cct.kCb 1.1 DO 1,2 CO 1.3
cot,k cct,k cot,k
EJ 2,1 co 2,2 co 2.3
cot,k cct,k rct,k





















































H0: p(ESu,,1(n)) = p(ES'\2(n))c
H0: p(ES'\1(ll)) = p(ES''\,3(„))c










sample mean; sample standard deviation
c
significance levels for the test of equality of two means (two-sided)
As suggested, both the first and second accounting procedures produce low product
cost distortions when input 2 is used as the allocation base. This is because the
fundamental assumption behind the construction of CSt,ki,2 (n), i.e., the assumption
under which x^.i („>, xl2,2 (n) and xl2,3 („> are the same cost driver, holds in this particular
case. If, however, input 1 or 3 is the allocation base, accounting procedure two
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The results derived in this chapter are based on the appraisal of two accounting
procedures that specifically accommodate the non-existence of the second condition
supporting the construction of an aggregate activity output in ABC, i.e. the condition
under which the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a product is equal for
all products within a cost pool. The assumption that product technologies are linearly
homogeneous, the other property supporting an ABC system, has been maintained.
Section 7.2 specifies the technology as well as the accounting procedures supporting
the analysis undertaken in sections 7.3 and 7.4. While section 7.3 is based on the
assumption that the technology is deterministic, section 7.4 relaxes this and explicitly
assumes that the quantity of each input per unit of output is stochastic.
It was shown that even when in a cost pool only one input is measured individually,
and this input is used as a basis for allocating the cost of the other inputs, it is
possible to design an accounting procedure that takes into account the fact that
different products use different input mixes. In a context where there are cost
measurement errors and the technology is stochastic, the simulation results show that
the accounting procedures proposed generate relatively unbiased estimates of product
costs, in contrast with a conventional accounting method that systematically and
significantly distorts product costs.
The conventional accounting procedure implicitly assumes that the (activity) cost
change when one unit of input u is used by product j equals the (activity) cost change
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when one unit of the same input is used by product k. That is, it assumes that the
quantity of input u used by product j and the quantity of the same input used by
product k are the same cost driver.
In contrast, under the accounting procedures proposed, each unit of input u weights
differently, depending on the product that uses it. In other words, they explicitly
accommodate the existence of multiple cost drivers. Their design presupposes two
stages. Firstly, a linear regression model provides estimates where the dependent
variable is the activity cost and the independent variables are the quantity of input u
used by the various products. The coefficient estimates of this model show the
estimated activity cost change when the different products use one unit of input u.
Secondly, each unit of input u is weighted by those coefficients, in the construction
of an homogeneous (monetary) measure of output.
The simulation experiment has also served to introduce the stochastic attribute of
technology. The uncertainty was defined in terms of the quantity of the various
inputs necessary to produce a given output. When the uncertainty in the input usage
is uniform across all inputs, using one or another input as a basis for allocating costs
among the various cost objects does not produce, under the accounting procedures
proposed, major product cost differences. However, this is not the case when the
uncertainty in the input usage is not uniform across all inputs. The results derived
suggest that when the uncertainty in the input utilization is not uniform across all
inputs and the inputs characterized by a lower uncertainty of usage account for a
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significant proportion of the total cost, it is advisable to choose as an allocation base
one input with low variance of usage.
The above results have implications for practice. The first justification for the
construction of more refined cost systems is the distinction between different
categories of cost drivers (unit-level, batch-level, product-sustaining and facility-
sustaining), one of the most significant innovations of ABC systems (Cooper and
Kaplan, 1992). A second justification lies in the two conditions supporting the
construction of an aggregate activity output. As was shown, the two conditions
ensure that the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a cost object is both
constant and equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. Assuming that cost object
technologies are linearly homogeneous, the art in designing an ABC system is in
aggregating inputs in such a way that, together with an adequate selection of
allocation bases, the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a cost object is
approximately equal for all cost objects in a cost pool. In other words, the
aggregation of inputs and the choice of allocation bases should guarantee, as far as
possible, that the aggregate measure of output in a cost pool corresponds in fact to
the sum of different quantities of the same cost driver. Alternatively, and given the
impossibility of ensuring that a cost pool depends on only one cost driver, the
proposed accounting procedures might constitute a viable way of accommodating the
existence ofmultiple cost drivers.
It must be recognised that two major difficulties may exist in using the proposed
accounting procedures (apart from those described is chapter 5). Firstly, their
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adoption presupposes that there is some historical data in order to estimate the linear
regression model supporting their design. Secondly, it is necessary that the output
mix is not constant over time. Otherwise, a multicollinearity problem will arise,
making it virtually impossible to use them with some degree of credibility.
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CHAPTER VIII - CONCLUSIONS
8.1. Results
The design of more refined cost systems, aimed at improving product cost accuracy,
has received considerable attention in the management accounting literature,
especially after the emergence of ABC. However, with an ABC system, designed to
generate relevant costs for decision-making, strong assumptions are implicit in
respect of the nature of costs. Whereas Noreen (1991) concentrates on assumptions
relating to cost functions, Christensen and Demski (1995), Bromwich (1995, 1997)
and Bromwich and Hong (1999, 2000) explore the assumed characteristics of
technology. The assumption that technology, apart from input prices, determines
costs is well established in the production economics literature (Chambers, 1988, is a
classic reference). It was not until the work of Christensen and Demski (1995),
Bromwich (1995, 1997) and Bromwich and Hong (1999, 2000) that this analysis was
incorporated into the product costing literature through their work on ABC.
Although the above extensions of the work of Noreen (1991) provide a deeper
analysis of the theoretical foundations of ABC, they have two major limitations.
The first limitation is that they take for granted the equivalence between a multi-
output technology and a single output technology. More specifically, they assume
that it is possible to construct a single or aggregate measure of output that totally
captures the cost of the resources used by the various cost objects within a cost pool.
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However, the necessary and sufficient conditions supporting the construction of such
an aggregate measure of output have not been derived. One consequence of this gap
is that the precise analytical articulation that exists between the single or aggregate
measure of output, the technology of different cost objects and activity costs remains
unclear. That is to say, the duality between the multi-output technology and costs in
ABC has not been derived. This derivation was the primary purpose of this study.
The derivation of this completes the mapping of the theoretical foundations for ABC
and so specifies the key characteristics of technology, costs and outputs which have
to exist if product costs are to be decision relevant.
The second gap of the ABC literature is that only the long run has been considered.
From this time perspective, all inputs are variable with output. In the short run,
however, some inputs are fixed. It is in the short run that one of the most recognised
innovations of ABC, the distinction between the cost of recourses supplied and the
cost of resources used (Cooper and Kaplan, 1992), has to be incorporated in the
costing analysis. The short run analysis of ABC was the second major purpose of this
study.
The specific contributions of this study are outlined below in terms of the four
particular results obtained.
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Result 1 - Technological foundations of an aggregate activity output
It was demonstrated that two conditions are jointly necessary and sufficient for the
construction of an aggregate activity output, compatible with costs being directly
proportional to the level of that output. The first is that (i) cost object production
functions are linearly homogeneous. This condition ensures that marginal costs are
constant, which is essential if the cost reported by an ABC system, an average cost,
is also to be a relevant cost for decision-making. The second condition is that (ii) the
marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost objects
within a cost pool. This condition ensures that the aggregated cost function at a given
activity depends on only one cost driver.
Condition (i) shows that only linearly homogeneous technologies, a special case of
homothetic technologies, give rise to cost functions compatible with ABC. This
finding contrasts with Bromwich and Hong (1999), who claim that homothetic
technologies give rise in general to cost functions compatible with ABC. Condition
(ii) is automatically ensured when all (linearly homogeneous) cost object
technologies are identical. However, and at least in theory, condition (ii) might still
occur when cost object technologies are heterogeneous. That is, condition (ii) might
take place when the various cost objects use different input mixes within a cost pool
(see section 3.2). This implies that the condition that all cost objects use the same
input mix in a cost pool is not a necessary condition for the construction of an
aggregate activity output in ABC. This also contrasts with Bromwich and Hong
(1999), who state that a constant input mix has to be common to all products in a cost
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pool. It shows why even when the various products use the inputs within a cost pool
in different ways product cost distortions might be small. That is, high product
technology heterogeneity does not necessarily imply high product cost distortions.
Finally, it has been shown that when condition (ii) does not hold the aggregated
activity cost function depends on more than one cost driver. This is why using a
single average cost driver rate to allocate costs distorts product costs.
Table 1 summarises the technological foundations of an aggregate activity output.
Table 1 - Technological Foundations of an Aggregate Activity Output
Result 2 - Short run activity cost function
In the short run, it is necessary to distinguish between the case where an activity is
operated with excess capacity and the case where it is operated above capacity. An
activity is operated with excess capacity if all the fixed inputs are not fully used. It is
operated above capacity if at least one fixed input is fully used. This concept of
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capacity has been neglected in the management accounting literature, in general, and
in the ABC literature, in particular. However, it is fundamental to represent the short
run equation of capacity, one of the highest profde innovations of ABC systems
(Cooper and Kaplan, 1992).
It was shown that the rate at which the cost of resources used changes is constant
only when activities are operated with excess capacity. This rate can be split into two
components. While one component denotes an increase in the cost of resources used
but not in the cost of resources supplied, the other denotes an increase in the cost of
resources used and supplied. Only this latter component generates relevant costs for
decision-making. The rate at which the cost of resources used changes will no longer
be constant when activities are operated with excess capacity (even assuming that
technologies are linearly homogenous), since, in this case, the input mix will change
and differ from the long run input mix. This presumes, however, that the technology
allows some degree of substitution between inputs. The only case where an activity
never operates above capacity is when the technology is Leontief, an extreme case of
a linearly homogeneous technology that does not allow any substitution between
inputs, i.e. inputs are combined in completely fixed proportions (see Chambers,
1988, p. 15-17).
A conventional accounting procedure, behind the construction of both traditional and
ABC systems, is the application of average cost driver rates to cost outputs. This
procedure can only be justified when activities are operated with excess capacity.
Otherwise, the cost of resources used does not change linearly with output. A
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corollary of this is that ABC implicitly assumes that activities are operated with
excess capacity.
By characterising the theoretical foundations of ABC, this study further extends
existing product costing literature as it considers situations where either production
functions are not linearly homogeneous or the aggregated activity cost function
depends on more than one cost driver (while still assuming that production functions
are linearly homogeneous).
Result 3 - Homogeneous, non-homothetic technologies and product
costing
The first extension concentrates on technologies that are not linearly homogeneous.
Given the duality that exists between costs and technology, this implies that cost
functions are not also linear with output. It was assumed that the activity output was
an intermediate input that is used by the various cost objects. Two types of non-linear
technologies were considered: homogeneous and non-homothetic technologies. The
reason for choosing these two technologies is that they accommodate a great number
of non-linear input-output relationships. The objective was to evaluate the distortions
arising from the application of average cost driver rates to cost outputs.
The results derived can be described in terms of the elasticity of input demand with
respect to output, which shows the ratio of the relative change in the demand of a
given input to the relative change in output, ceteris paribus. It was shown that
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distortions increase as the elasticity of input demand with respect to output diverges
from one. But distortions also change with the level of output. This amounts to
saying that, depending on the output interval, the application of a single average cost
driver rate might undercost, overcost or even approximate marginal costs.
In the product costing literature, the only researchers who have attempted to
incorporate non-linearity issues into the analysis of costing are Christensen and
Demski (1997, 2003). However, they only make use of the result that increasing
(decreasing) returns to scale imply that average costs will be above (below) marginal
costs. In contrast, in this study, the analysis is founded on the duality between
production and cost functions, and while deriving the cost function dual to a
homogeneous technology, a more general case, where cost functions are not
multiplicatively separable in input prices and output, the non-homothetic one, was
derived.
ABC can be seen as a particular case of a more general cost system that can be
derived. ABC is a case where the elasticity of input demand with respect to output is
constant and equal to one for all inputs within a cost pool (linearly homogenous
technology). A more general case is where such elasticity, although being equal for
all inputs within a cost pool, is different from one (homothetic technology). An even
more general case is where the elasticity of input demand with respect to output is
not equal for two or more inputs within a cost pool (non-homothetic technology)
(Table 2).
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Table 2 - Non-Homothetic, Homothetic, Linearly Homogeneous





Result 4 - Heterogeneous (cost object) technologies, uncertainty in
input usage and product costing
The second extension of the product costing literature made in this study
concentrates on situations where, although cost object technologies are still linearly
homogeneous, the aggregated activity cost function depends on more than one cost
driver. While analysing the question of testing the (non) existence of a single cost
driver, an accounting procedure that specifically accommodates the existence of
multiple cost drivers was introduced. Its adoption presupposes two stages. Firstly, a
linear regression model was estimated in which the dependent variable is the activity
cost and the independent variables are the quantity of say input u used by the
different cost objects. The coefficient estimates of this model show the (estimated)
activity cost change when a given cost object uses one unit of input u. Secondly, a
weighted aggregate measure of output, where the weights are exactly the estimated
coefficients, was constructed.
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This construction is in contrast with a conventional accounting procedure, which
uses the total quantity of a given input used in a cost pool as a measure of the output.
As was shown, this conventional procedure implicitly assumes that the activity cost
change when one unit of input u is used by say cost object j equals the activity cost
change when one unit of the same input is used by cost object k. That is, it assumes
that there is only one cost driver.
In the product costing literature, Hwang et al (1993) assume a set of Leontief
technologies and compute the product cost distortion as a function of (1) production
technology heterogeneity, (2) unit input prices and (3) product mix. The product cost
distortion equation they derive results from the use of the above conventional
accounting procedure.
The accounting procedures proposed in this study permit, however, and in a setting
where product technologies are linearly homogeneous, the accommodation of the
existence of more than one cost driver. The results of the simulation experiment
developed in chapter seven show that the accounting procedures proposed, which
specifically accommodate the existence of multiple cost drivers, produce relatively
unbiased estimates of product costs, in accordance with the theoretical conjectures.
In contrast, the conventional accounting procedure systematically and significantly
overestimates (underestimates) product costs.
The simulation experiment developed in chapter seven also introduced the stochastic
attribute of technology, an aspect that has been neglected in the product costing
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literature. Uncertainty was defined in terms of the quantity of the various inputs
necessary to produce a given output. It was shown that when the uncertainty in the
input usage is uniform across all inputs, using one or another input as a basis for
allocating costs among the various cost objects does not produce, under the
accounting procedures proposed, major product cost differences. However, this is not
the case when the uncertainty in the input usage is not uniform across all inputs. The
results derived are in accordance with our intuition that it is generally better to use as
a basis for allocating costs one input with low uncertainty in terms of usage.
8.2. Theoretical Foundations of Activity-Based Costing
Noreen (1991) was the first author to focus on the analysis of the theoretical
foundations of ABC (see Table 3). He has concentrated on conditions related to cost
functions and has derived three necessary and sufficient conditions for ABC systems
to measure relevant costs for decision-making. These are that (lc) total costs can be
divided into independent cost pools, each of which depends on one and only one
activity, (2C) the cost in each cost pool is strictly proportional to the level of activity
in that cost pool and (3C) the volume of an activity is simply the sum of activity
measures utilised by the individual products.
This study, together with the work of Christensen and Demski (1995), Bromwich
(1995, 1997) and Bromwich and Hong (1999, 2000), has developed a deeper analysis
of the theoretical foundations of ABC, as it is based on the (production economics)
assumption that technology and input prices are the two primary determinants of cost
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functions. Condition (1c) is what, in the production economics literature, is known as
cost function separability - weakly separable cost function (see section 2.3). In the
management accounting literature, Christensen and Demski (1995) were the first
researchers to observe this point. In terms of technology, cost function separability is
ensured if technologies are also separable (ll) - weakly separable technology (see
section 2.4). This point has been emphasised by Bromwich and Hong (1999) (and
implicitly by Christensen and Demski, 1995). Conditions (2C) and (3C) are ensured
when (2l) production functions are linearly homogenous and (3l) the marginal cost of
a unit of cost driver used by a product is equal for all products within a cost pool.
This last property is determined by the simultaneous effect of technology and input
prices (see the case where product technologies are heterogeneous but this condition
still holds - section 3.2). Conditions (2l) and (3l) constitute exactly the essence of
Result 1 of this study (see pages 151-152). A further contribution of this study is the
introduction of the short run structure of ABC. With respect to this point, it was
shown that ABC is only compatible with activities operating with excess capacity.
The following table summarizes the theoretical foundations ofABC (long run).
Table 3 - Theoretical Foundations of Activity-Based Costing (Long Run)
Cost Functions Technology
(1c) Total costs can be divided into independent
cost pools (Noreen, 1991)
(2C) The cost in each cost pool is strictly
proportional to the level of activity in that cost
pool (Noreen, 1991)
(3C) The volume of an activity is simply the sum
of activity measures utilised by the individual
products (Noreen, 1991)
(ll) Production functions weakly separable
(Christensen and Demski, 1995, Bromwich
and Hong, 1999)
(2l) Production functions linearly
homogeneous (This study)
(3l) Marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used
by a product equal for all products within a
cost pool (This study)
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It should be noted that the above conditions exclude the existence of any jointness
either within or between cost pools, a necessary condition for an ABC system to
measure incremental costs (see section 2.7). This amounts to saying that the cost of
performing the different activities separately (and, within each activity, the various
product volumes) equals the cost of performing them together, that is, there are no
economies or diseconomies of scope either within or between cost pools. Finally, it
should be observed that the conditions in table 3 also implicitly assume that inputs
are traded on a perfect market, otherwise input prices might vary with the activity
output as identical inputs might have different prices (Bromwich and Hong, 1999).
8.3. Implications for the Design of Cost Systems
In theory, it is always possible to develop very disaggregated costing systems. At one
extreme, inputs can be measured individually, i.e. we can create a cost pool for each
individual input and associate each of them with the various cost objects. In practice,
however, cost-benefit issues preclude such detailed disaggregations. So the
aggregation of two or more inputs in a cost pool and the distribution of them between
two or more cost objects is a common practice. Assuming that cost object
technologies are linearly homogeneous, the art in designing an ABC system is in
aggregating inputs in such a way that, together with an adequate selection of
allocation bases, cost pools depend on only one cost driver, i.e. the marginal cost of a
unit of cost driver used by a cost object is approximately equal for all cost objects
within a cost pool.
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With regard to the way of dealing with the non-verification of the two conditions
constituting the very essence of an aggregate activity output and therefore of ABC,
the following can be considered.
Firstly, it should be observed that even assuming that technologies are linearly
homogeneous, it is a very strong assumption that the marginal cost of a unit of cost
driver used by a cost object is equal for all cost objects within a cost pool. That is, it
is a very strong assumption that the aggregated cost function at a given activity
depends on only one cost driver. In the impossibility of ensuring that a cost pool
depends on only one cost driver, the accounting procedures proposed in section 7.2
might constitute a way of accommodating the existence ofmore than one cost driver.
Secondly, it has been shown that when cost functions are not linear with output or
when technologies are not linearly homogeneous, the application of an average cost
driver rate to allocate costs distorts product costs (see sections 4.2 and 4.3).
Accounting numbers are, at best, refined approximations. One way of approximating
marginal costs might be the accumulation of costs and the definition of average cost
driver rates for different output intervals. Using this approach the accuracy of
product costs will increase as the size of each interval reduces (since at the limit,
when each intervals tends to zero, the marginal cost is obtained). This would partially
address the issue of different resource usage intensities, the essence of non-linearity
and so might constitute a viable way of deriving adequate surrogates of marginal
costs, particularly in a setting where production and cost relationships are not known.
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In short, the distortions arising from the application of average cost driver rates to
cost outputs (final outputs or not), an elementary procedure underlying both ABC
and traditional systems, increase in two fundamental cases. Firstly, distortions
increase when the input-output relationships are other than linear, that is, when
technologies are not linearly homogeneous. Secondly, distortions increase when,
even assuming that technologies are linearly homogenous, the marginal cost of a unit
of cost driver used by a cost object is not equal for all cost objects, that is, when
activity cost functions depend on more than one cost driver. These two basic cases
constitute rules of thumb for testing whether ABC will be appropriate in a particular
setting.
Finally, it should be noted that cost systems have to be re-evaluated over time, as
new products are introduced or the characteristics of existing products change. For
example, suppose that m products are aggregated at activity t and conditions (ll), (2l)
and (3l) hold (see table 3). Assume now that a new product say m+1 that uses the
same separable inputs is introduced. The fact that either the underlying technology is
not linearly homogeneous or the marginal cost of a unit of cost driver used by this
product is different from that of the other products will distort automatically the
distribution of the total cost among the m+1 products. That is to say, as new products
are introduced or the attributes of existing products change, the aggregation process
is no longer error free. Such changes suggest that cost systems have to be continually
reassessed as product lines alter. This involves evaluating the way inputs are
aggregated across cost pools as well as the choice of allocation bases.
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8.4. Future Work
The opportunities for future work that the analysis developed in this study raises are
threefold.
Firstly, it is necessary to test empirically the two basic conditions supporting an ABC
system. The empirical investigation of the cost distortions arising in situations where
those conditions do not apply will be also of particular relevance to those who wish
to assess the utility of an existing costing system or who wish to design a new
system. One of the challenges facing this work will be the ability to deal with
variables such as the effects of input prices change and technical change
(particularly, disembodied technical change) or the measurement of used and unused
capacity (see chapter 5). In fact, the validity of the results derived through the
empirical work will depend on the major or minor control that the researcher exerts
over these variables.
Secondly, conventional and ABC systems assume that it is possible to represent a
multi-output technology as a single output technology. That is to say, it is assumed
that it is possible to create a single measure of output or cost driver that fully
captures the cost of the resources used by the various cost objects within a cost pool.
In a context where technologies are linearly homogeneous, an accounting procedure
that accommodates the existence of multiple cost drivers was derived. At the same
time, the incorporation into the analysis of technologies that are not linearly
homogeneous was undertaken in a context where the activity output was an
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intermediate input used by the various cost objects. That is, each activity was by
assumption a single output technology. The analysis of situations where one or more
cost object production functions are not linearly homogenous (and are not identical)
and do not therefore permit the creation of an undistorted single measure of output,
provides possibly a more interesting case, which will be worth investigating.
Finally, the simulation experiment developed in chapter seven constitutes a first
attempt to integrate into the product costing theory the question of uncertainty in
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